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DE RHAM COMPARISON AND POINCARE´ DUALITY FOR
RIGID VARIETIES
KAI-WEN LAN, RUOCHUAN LIU, AND XINWEN ZHU
Abstract. Over any smooth algebraic variety over a p-adic local field k, we
construct the de Rham comparison isomorphisms for the e´tale cohomology
with partial compact support of de Rham Zp-local systems, and show that
they are compatible with Poincare´ duality and with the canonical morphisms
among such cohomology. We deduce these results from their analogues for rigid
analytic varieties that are Zariski open in some proper smooth rigid analytic
varieties over k. In particular, we prove finiteness of e´tale cohomology with
partial compact support of any Zp-local systems, and establish the Poincare´
duality for such cohomology after inverting p.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a sequel to [DLLZb], in which a p-adic Riemann–Hilbert functor
was constructed as an analogue of Deligne’s Riemann–Hilbert correspondence over
C (see [Del70]). We refer to [DLLZb] for the general introduction and backgrounds.
In this paper, we further investigate the properties of the p-adic Riemann–Hilbert
functor. We establish the de Rham comparison isomorphisms for the cohomol-
ogy with compact support under the p-adic Riemann–Hilbert correspondences, and
show that they are compatible with duality. In particular, we obtain the following
theorem (see Theorems 5.5 and 5.10 for more complete statements):
Theorem 1.1. Let U be a d-dimensional smooth algebraic variety over a finite
extension k of Qp, and let L be a de Rham p-adic e´tale local system on U . Then
there is a canonical comparison isomorphism
(1.2) Hie´t,c(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
compatible with the canonical filtrations and the actions of Gal(k/k) on both sides.
Here DalgdR is the (above-mentioned) p-adic Riemann–Hilbert functor constructed in
[DLLZb], and Hie´t,c (resp. H
i
dR,c) denotes the usual e´tale (resp. de Rham) cohomol-
ogy with compact support.
In addition, the above comparison isomorphism (1.2) is compatible with the one
in [DLLZb, Thm. 1.1] (for varying L) in the following sense:
(1) The following diagram
Hie´t,c(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
∼
//

HidR,c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR

Hie´t(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
∼
// HidR
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
is commutative, where the horizontal isomorphisms are the comparison iso-
morphisms, and where the vertical morphisms are the canonical ones. The
vertical morphisms are strictly compatible with the filtrations.
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(2) The following diagram
Hie´t,c(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
≀

∼
// HidR,c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
≀
(
H2d−ie´t
(
Uk,L
∨(d)
)
⊗Qp BdR
)∨
∼
//
(
H2d−idR
(
U,DalgdR(L
∨(d))
)
⊗k BdR
)∨
is commutative, where the horizontal isomorphisms are given by the com-
parison isomorphisms (and where the duals are with respect to the base field
BdR), and where the vertical isomorphisms are given by the usual Poincare´
duality of e´tale and de Rham cohomology.
Although it might seem that a comparison isomorphism as in (1.2) could be
easily constructed using the comparison isomorphism in [DLLZb, Thm. 1.1] and
the Poincare´ duality for the e´tale and de Rham cohomology of algebraic varieties,
in which case the compatibility (2) would be tautological, the compatibility (1)
would not be clear. Therefore, we need a different approach. We shall first prove
such a comparison theorem for (appropriately defined) cohomology with compact
support in the rigid analytic setting (see Theorems 3.1.10 and 4.5.14), using the log
Riemann–Hilbert correspondence introduced in [DLLZb] and further developed in
this paper, and show that the comparison isomorphisms indeed satisfy the desired
compatibilities (1) and (2). After that, we obtain the comparison theorem in the
algebraic setting by GAGA [Ko¨p74] and the comparison results in [Hub96].
Given the general theory developed in [DLLZb], the main new ingredient is the
definition of a period sheaf that works for the cohomology with compact support.
To give a flavor of what it looks like, consider the simplest situation where U is a
smooth rigid analytic variety that admits a smooth compactification X such that
U = X −D for some smooth divisor D. Then we equip X with the log structure
defined by D (as in [DLLZa, Ex. 2.3.17]), and equip D with the pullback of the log
structure of X along the closed immersion ı : D → X (as in [DLLZa, Ex. 2.3.18]).
We emphasize that the log structure ofD is nontrivial, and that it is crucial to equip
D with such a log structure. For this reason, we denote D with this nontrivial log
structure by D∂ . Then the “correct” period sheaf for our purpose is the sheaf
ker
(
OBdR,log,X → ıproke´t,∗(OBdR,log,D∂ )
)
on Xproke´t, the pro-Kummer e´tale site of X , where OBdR,log,X and OBdR,log,D∂ are
the period sheaves on Xproke´t and D
∂
proke´t, respectively, as in [DLLZb, Def. 2.2.10].
Note that this is not the same as the naive !-pushforward to Xproke´t of the period
sheaf on Uproe´t. Once the period sheaf is constructed, the remaining arguments
follow similar strategies as in [DLLZb], sometimes with generalizations.
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we obtain a version of Poincare´ duality for the
(rational) p-adic e´tale cohomology of smooth rigid analytic varieties (see Theorem
4.4.1 for more complete statements):
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that U is a smooth rigid analytic variety over k of pure
dimension d that is of the form U = X − Z, where X is a proper rigid analytic
variety over k, and where Z is a closed rigid analytic subvariety of X. Then there
is a canonical trace morphism
te´t : H
2d
e´t,c
(
Uk,Qp(d)
)
→ Qp,
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whose formation is compatible with the excision and Gysin isomorphisms defined
by complements of smooth divisors. In addition, for each Zp-local system L on Ue´t
(which is not necessarily de Rham), with LQp := L ⊗Zp Qp, we have a canonical
perfect pairing
Hie´t,c(Uk,LQp)⊗Qp H
2d−i
e´t
(
Uk,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp,
which we call the Poincare´ duality pairing, defined by pre-composing te´t with
the cup product pairing Hie´t,c(Uk,LQp)⊗Qp H
2d−i
e´t
(
Uk,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
→ H2de´t,c
(
Uk,Qp(d)
)
.
We refer to Definition 2.4.2 for our definition of the p-adic e´tale cohomology with
compact support for rigid analytic varieties over k. We remark that the Poincare´
duality we obtained is, essentially by construction, compatible with all the de Rham
comparison isomorphisms in [Sch13a], [DLLZb], and this article.
We note that the question of Poincare´ duality for proper smooth rigid analytic
varieties (in which case the cohomology with compact support coincides with the
usual cohomology) was raised earlier by Scholze in [Sch13a], and Gabber has an-
nounced a proof for such a result using a different method (see [SW17, Appendix to
Lecture X, footnote 11]). Nevertheless, even in the original proper smooth setting in
[Sch13a], our approach makes essential use of the excision and Gysin isomorphisms
defined by complements of smooth divisors, and hence crucially depends on the de
Rham comparison results in the nonproper setting in [DLLZb] and this paper.
We will also study the cohomology with partial compact support, as in [DI87,
Sec. 4.2], [Fal89, Sec. III], and [Fal02]; and also some generalized interior cohomol-
ogy, namely, the image of a morphism between cohomology with different partial
compact support conditions; and construct de Rham comparison isomorphisms for
such cohomology that are also compatible with Poincare´ duality.
Outline of this paper. Let us briefly describe the organization of this paper, and
highlight the main topics in each section.
In Section 2, we work with a rigid analytic variety U that is the open complement
in a smooth rigid analytic variety X of a normal crossings divisor D whose inter-
sections of irreducible components define a stratification of X with smooth (closed)
strata, and use such a stratification to study the e´tale cohomology of U with partial
compact support. More specifically, in Section 2.1, we equip the smooth strata as
above with several different log structures. In Section 2.2, we study the torsion
Kummer e´tale local systems on such strata which are pullbacks of torsion Kummer
e´tale local systems on X , and prove a form of primitive comparison theorem for
Fp-local systems of this kind (see Proposition 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.2.1). In Section
2.3, we define the Kummer e´tale cohomology of torsion local systems over U with
partial compact support along some subdivisor D⋆-c of D, and prove (using results
in Section 2.2) a primitive comparison theorem for such cohomology (see Theorem
2.3.5). In Section 2.4, we define the pro-Kummer e´tale cohomology of Ẑp-local sys-
tems over U with partial compact support along D⋆-c, and relate it to the Kummer
e´tale cohomology. In Section 2.5, we introduce some variants supported on the
boundary strata (with log structures pulled back from X) of the period sheaves in
[DLLZb, Sec. 2.2], and provide some variants of the Poincare´ lemma for them.
In Section 3, we generalize the results in [DLLZb, Sec. 3.2] to the e´tale, de
Rham, Higgs, and Hodge cohomology with partial compact support. More specifi-
cally, in Section 3.1, we introduce the de Rham, Higgs, and Hodge cohomology with
partial compact support, and state the comparison theorem for such cohomology
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(see Theorem 3.1.10). In Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we introduce more variants of
the period sheaves introduced in [DLLZb, Sec. 2.2], which are useful for studying
the pro-Kummer e´tale cohomology with partial compact support by taking limits
and by using the primitive comparison theorem established earlier, and prove the
Poincare´ lemma for such variants of period sheaves. In Section 3.5, we prove the de-
sired comparison theorem, and provide some criteria for cohomology with different
partial compact support conditions to be isomorphic to each other.
In Section 4, we construct some trace morphisms for the e´tale and de Rham
cohomology with compact support, and show that they define Poincare´ duality
pairings for the e´tale and de Rham cohomology with partial compact support that
are compatible with the comparison isomorphisms in Section 3. More specifically, in
Section 4.1, as a foundation for later constructions, we review the trace morphisms
and Serre duality for the coherent cohomology of proper smooth rigid analytic vari-
eties. In Section 4.2, we establish a perfect pairing between Higgs cohomology with
complementary partial compact supports (see Theorem 4.2.1); and we construct
some trace morphisms for de Rham (resp. Hodge) cohomology with compact sup-
port using the trace morphisms for coherent cohomology, and show that they induce
perfect pairings between de Rham (resp. Hodge) cohomology with complementary
partial compact supports, when the coefficients of cohomology are associated with
de Rham e´tale Zp-local systems (see Theorem 4.2.7). In Section 4.3, we show that
the e´tale and de Rham excision and Gysin isomorphisms defined by complements
of smooth divisors are compatible with the de Rham comparison isomorphisms (see
Propositions 4.3.4 and 4.3.17). In Section 4.4, by using the compatibility results
in Section 4.3, we construct some trace morphisms for e´tale cohomology with com-
pact support using the trace morphisms for de Rham cohomology constructed in
Section 4.2, and show (by comparison with the above perfect duality for Higgs
cohomology) that these trace morphisms induce perfect duality pairings between
e´tale cohomology with complementary partial compact supports, when the coeffi-
cients are Qp-base extensions of Zp-local systems (see Theorem 4.4.1), which are
compatible with the above perfect duality for de Rham cohomology (via compari-
son isomorphisms) when the coefficients are de Rham. In Section 4.5, we introduce
the notion of generalized interior cohomology, which is the image of a morphism
between cohomology with different partial compact support conditions, and deduce
from the results in Sections 3 and 4.4 the de Rham comparison and the compati-
bility with Poincare´ duality for such cohomology.
In Section 5, we deduce the de Rham comparison and the compatibility with
Poincare´ duality for the cohomology with partial compact support and the general-
ized interior cohomology similarly defined over algebraic varieties, by showing that
the various constructions are compatible with the analytification functors.
In Section 6, we apply the results in Section 5 to Shimura varieties, in the setting
of [DLLZb, Sec. 5], and obtain the de Rham comparison and the dual Bernstein–
Gelfand–Gelfand (BGG) decomposition for the cohomology with partial compact
support of Shimura varieties with coefficients in the automorphic local systems (on
the e´tale side) and automorphic bundles (on the de Rham and coherent sides).
As a byproduct, we can compute the Hodge–Tate weights of the e´tale cohomology
with partial compact support in terms of the dual BGG decomposition. We also
obtained corresponding results for the generalized interior cohomology and, when
the coefficients have regular weights, for the intersection cohomology as well.
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Notation and conventions. We shall follow the notation and conventions of
[DLLZb], unless otherwise specified. In particular, we shall denote by k a nonar-
chimedean local field (i.e., a field complete with respect to the topology induced
by a nontrivial nonarchimedean multiplicative norm | · | : k → R≥0) with residue
field κ of characteristic p > 0, and by Ok its ring of integers. Since we will be
mainly working with rigid analytic varieties, we shall work with k+ = Ok and
regard rigid analytic varieties over k as adic spaces locally topologically of finite
type over Spa(k,Ok) (as in [Hub96]). All rigid analytic varieties will be separated.
Group cohomology will always mean continuous group cohomology.
2. Boundary stratification and cohomology with compact support
In this section, let X be a smooth rigid analytic variety over k, and D a normal
crossings divisor (see [DLLZb, Ex. 2.1.2]) with (finitely many) irreducible compo-
nents {Dj}j∈I (i.e., the images of the connected components of the normalization
of D, as in [Con99]) satisfying the condition that all the intersections
XJ := ∩j∈J Dj,
where J ⊂ I, are also smooth.
2.1. Log structures on smooth boundary strata. Let us denote by
ıJ : XJ → X
the canonical closed immersion of adic spaces. Let
DJ := ∪J(J′⊂I XJ′
(with its canonical reduced closed subspace structure) and
UJ := XJ −DJ ,
as adic spaces. Note that X∅ = X , D∅ = D, and U∅ = U . Then we also have a
canonical open immersion of adic spaces
J : UJ → XJ
For any I⋆-c ⊂ I, with I⋆-nc := I − I⋆-c, let
D⋆-c := ∪j∈I⋆-c Dj
and
D⋆-nc := ∪j∈I⋆-nc Dj ,
(with their canonical reduced closed subspace structures), and let U⋆-c := X−D⋆-c
and U⋆-nc := X −D⋆-nc. Let ⋆-c : U → U⋆-c, ⋆-c : U⋆-c → X , ⋆-nc : U → U⋆-nc,
and ⋆-nc : U⋆-nc → X denote the canonical open immersions of adic spaces. (In
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 below, we will use ⋆-c and 
⋆-c to define the Kummer e´tale and
pro-Kummer e´tale cohomology of U with partial compact support along D⋆-c.)
We shall view X as a log adic space by equipping it with the log structure
αX :MX → OX defined by D as in [DLLZb, Ex. 2.1.2], together with a canonical
morphism of sites
εe´t : Xke´t → Xe´t.
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For each J ⊂ I, the smooth rigid analytic variety XJ can be equipped with
several natural log structures:
• the trivial log structure αtrivXJ :M
triv
XJ
= O×XJ,e´t → OXJ,e´t ;
• the log structure αstdXJ : M
std
XJ
→ OXJ,e´t defined by the normal crossings
divisor DJ as in [DLLZb, Ex. 2.1.2]; and
• the log structure associated with the pre-log structure ı−1J (MX)→ OXJ,e´t
induced by the composition of αX and ı
#
J : OXe´t → ıJ,∗(OXJ,e´t), which we
shall denote by α∂XJ :M
∂
XJ
→ OXJ,e´t .
By abuse of notation, we shall denote these log adic spaces by X×J , XJ , and X
∂
J ,
respectively. For the sake of clarity, let us introduce the following:
Definition 2.1.1. We say that a morphism of log adic spaces is a closed immer-
sion (resp. an open immersion) if it is strict as in [DLLZa, Def. 2.2.2(7)]—i.e., if
the log structure on the source space is canonically isomorphic to the pullback as
above (resp. the restriction) of the one on the target space—and if the underlying
morphism of adic spaces is a closed immersion (resp. an open immersion).
Remark 2.1.2. Definition 2.1.1 is more restrictive than the one in [DLLZa, Def.
2.2.23], where closed immersions that are not necessarily strict were also introduced.
However, we do not need such a generality in this paper.
As explained in [DLLZa, Ex. 2.3.18], we have the following commutative diagram
of canonical morphisms between log adic spaces
U∂J
ε∂J |U∂
J

∂J
// X∂J
ε∂J

ı∂J
// X
UJ
J
// XJ
in which ∂J and J are open immersions, ı
∂
J is a closed immersion, and the underlying
morphisms of adic spaces of ε∂J |U∂J and ε
∂
J are isomorphisms. Moreover, UJ is
equipped with the trivial log structure, while U∂J is equipped with the log structure
pulled back from X∂J and hence X . Note that there is no natural morphism of log
adic spaces from XJ to X , and this is the main reason to introduce X
∂
J .
For each a ≥ 0, we define the log adic space
X∂(a) :=
∐
J⊂I⋆-c, |J|=a
X∂J ,
a disjoint union, which admits a canonical finite morphism of log adic spaces
ı∂(a) : X
∂
(a) → X.
(Note that the definition of X∂(a) only involves the irreducible components of D
⋆-c.)
Remark 2.1.3. In what follows, we will sometimes use Kummer e´tale localizations
X ′ → X to reduce the proofs of various statements for torsion local systems to the
analogous statements for constant ones, and the assertions to prove will often be
equivalent to assertions concerning direct images and direct images with compact
support from open complements of closed subspaces of the forms XJ , DJ , or D
J
above. This is justified because, by [DLLZa, Prop. 4.2.1 and Lem. 4.2.5], locally
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over X ′, the underlying reduced subspaces of the preimages of the irreducible com-
ponents of D still form normal crossings divisors of the same pattern.
We will make use of the following notation and conventions in the remainder of
the article. Let Y be a locally noetherian fs log adic space over k. Let ı : Z → Y
be a closed immersion of log adic spaces, and  :W → Y an open immersion of log
adic spaces, over k. (By Definition 2.1.1, this means that the log structures on Z
and W are the pullbacks of the log structure on Y ). For ? = an, e´t, ke´t, proe´t, or
proke´t (referring to the analytic, e´tale, Kummer e´tale, pro-e´tale, or pro-Kummer
e´tale topology, respectively, on these spaces), let (ı?,∗, ı
−1
? ) and (?,∗, 
−1
? ) denote
the associated morphisms of topoi. For a sheaf F on Y?, we shall sometimes denote
ı−1(F ) (resp. −1(F )) by F |Z (resp. F |W ). Note that 
−1
? admits a left adjoint,
denoted by ?,!, which is an exact functor on the category of abelian sheaves.
Lemma 2.1.4. In the above setting, assume moreover that W = Y −Z. Then, for
every abelian sheaf F on Y?, where ? = an, e´t, or ke´t, we have the excision short
exact sequence 0 → ?,! 
−1
? (F ) → F → ı?,∗ ı
−1
? (F ) → 0. Moreover, the functor ı?,∗
(resp. ?,!) from the category of abelian sheaves on Z (resp. W ) to the category of
abelian sheaves on Y is exact and fully faithful.
Proof. See [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.3]. 
Lemma 2.1.5. Let F be an abelian sheaf on X?, where ? = an, e´t, or ke´t. For
each a ≥ 0, let us denote ı−1(a),?(F ) by F(a), which is a sheaf on X
∂
(a),?. Let us choose
any total order of the finite set I⋆-c, which induces total orders on any subset J of
I⋆-c. Then there is an exact complex
0→ ?,!(F |U⋆-c? )→ ı
∂
(0),?,∗(F(0))→ ı
∂
(1),?,∗(F(1))→ · · · → ı
∂
(a),?,∗(F(a))→ · · ·
over X?, where the morphism ı
∂
(a),?,∗(F(a)) → ı
∂
(a+1),?,∗(F(a+1)), for each a ≥ 0, is
the direct sum of morphisms ı∂J,?,∗(F |X∂J ) → ı
∂
J′,?,∗(F |X∂
J′
) indexed by pairs (J, J ′)
with J ( J ′ ⊂ I⋆-c, |J | = a, and J ′ = J ∪{j0} for some j0; each being the canonical
one induced by the closed immersion X∂J′ → X
∂
J multiplied by (−1)
|{j∈J′:j<j0}|.
(This is probably well known, but we included some details, at least, to set up the
convention, because such complexes will appear repeatedly in our arguments.)
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.4, it suffices to check the exactness of the complex after
pulling back to U⋆-c ⊂ X and to U∂J ⊂ X , for each J ⊂ I
⋆-c. The resulted complex
can be identified with 0 → F |U⋆-c
?
→ F |U⋆-c
?
→ 0 in the former case, where the
morphism in the middle is the identity morphism; and with a complex
0→ 0→ (F |U∂
J,?
)(
a
0) → (F |U∂
J,?
)(
a
1) → · · · → (F |U∂
J,?
)(
a
a−1) → (F |U∂
J,?
)(
a
a) → 0→ · · ·
in the latter case, where a = |J | and the exponents are the binomial coefficients.
In both cases, the sequences are exact by construction, as desired. 
2.2. Kummer e´tale local systems on smooth boundary strata. Let L be a
torsion local system on Xke´t. For each J ⊂ I, let
LJ := ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L).
We have the following primitive comparison theorem for X∂J,ke´t and LJ :
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Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose that k is algebraically closed of characteristic zero, XJ
is proper, and L is an Fp-local system. Then there is a natural almost isomorphism
(2.2.2) Hi
(
X∂J,ke´t,LJ
)
⊗Fp (k
+/p)
∼
→ Hi
(
X∂J,ke´t,LJ ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
J,ke´t
/p)
)
of almost finitely generated k+-modules, for each i ≥ 0. Both k+-modules are almost
zero when i > 2 dim(XJ) + |J | = 2dim(X)− |J |.
The remainder of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
Along the way, we will establish several other facts that will be needed in the
remainder of this paper. We shall temporarily drop the assumptions that k is
algebraically closed, that XJ is proper, and that L is p-torsion. The first step is
the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2.3. The sheaf Riε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ ) is a torsion local system on XJ,ke´t,
for each i ≥ 0, and it vanishes when i > |J |. Moreover, for each m ≥ 1, the
canonical morphism Riε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ )→ R
iε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ/m) is surjective.
We need some preparations before presenting the proof of Proposition 2.2.3.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let DJ = ∪j∈I−J Dj as before, so that DJ = XJ ∩DJ as subsets of
X. Let ˜J : X −DJ → X denote the canonical open immersion of log adic spaces,
whose pullback under ı∂J : X
∂
J → X is 
∂
J : U
∂
J → X
∂
J . Let 
J : X −X∂J → X denote
the complementary open immersion. Then the adjunction morphism
(2.2.5) Jke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t(L)→ R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t 
J
ke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t (L),
induced by ˜−1J,ke´t 
J
ke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t(L)
∼= ˜−1J,ke´t 
J
ke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t (L) is an isomor-
phism.
Proof. As explained in Remark 2.1.3, we may work locally on Xke´t, and assume
that L = Z/m for some integer m ≥ 1. By the same argument as in the proof
of [DLLZa, Thm. 2.72], it suffices to show that the analogue of (2.2.5) over Xe´t
(with subscripts “ke´t” replaced with “e´t”) is an isomorphism. Since D is a normal
crossings divisor (again, see [DLLZb, Ex. 2.1.2]), up to e´tale localization, we may
reduce (by [Hub96, Prop. 2.1.4 and Thm. 3.8.1 and 5.7.2]) to the case of schemes,
and assume that X is a fiber product of two varieties X1 and X2 over k, with
the morphisms J and ˜J being pullbacks of some open immersions to X1 and X2,
respectively. Then the desired assertion follows from the Ku¨nneth isomorphisms as
in [BBDG18, Sec. 4.2.7] (cf. [LS18a, Lem. 4.3.23 and its proof]). 
Remark 2.2.6. A similar argument shows that there is a canonical isomorphism
⋆-ce´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L|U )
∼
→ R⋆-nce´t,∗ ⋆-nc,e´t,!(L|U ).
Lemma 2.2.7. The adjunction morphism
(2.2.8) LJ → R
∂
J,ke´t,∗ 
∂,−1
J,ke´t(LJ )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let us retain the setting of Lemma 2.2.4. By Lemma 2.1.4, it suffices to
apply ı∂J,ke´t,∗ to the morphism (2.2.8), and show that the morphism
ı∂J,ke´t,∗ ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L)→ ı
∂
J,ke´t,∗R
∂
J,ke´t,∗ 
∂,−1
J,ke´t ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L)
∼= R˜J,ke´t,∗ (ı
∂
J |UJ )ke´t,∗ 
∂,−1
J,ke´t ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L)
∼= R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t ı
∂
J,ke´t,∗ ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L),
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which can be identified with the adjunction morphism for the sheaf ı∂J,ke´t,∗ ı
∂,−1
J,ke´t(L)
and the morphism ˜J , is an isomorphism. By [DLLZa, Thm. 4.6.1], the adjunction
morphism L → R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t(L) is an isomorphism over Xke´t. Hence, we have a
canonical isomorphism Jke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t (L)
∼
→ Jke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t R˜J,ke´t,∗ ˜
−1
J,ke´t(L), whose compo-
sition with (2.2.5) is the adjunction morphism for the sheaf Jke´t,! 
J,−1
ke´t (L) and the
morphism ˜J . Thus, the desired assertion follows from Lemmas 2.1.4 and 2.2.4. 
Let MX be as in Section 2.1. By [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.4 and 4.6.2], we have
(2.2.9) Ri(ε∂J |U∂J )e´t,∗(Z/n)
∼=
(
∧i(M
gp
X /n)
)
(−i)|UJ
over UJ,e´t, for each n ∈ Z≥1. Now we are ready for the following:
Proof of Proposition 2.2.3. By Lemma 2.2.7, and by applying [DLLZa, Thm. 4.6.1]
to torsion local systems over XJ , we may replace X
∂
J (resp. X) with U
∂
J (resp.
X−DJ). By [DLLZb, Lem. 4.5.4] and Remark 2.1.3, and by the same argument as
in the proof of [DLLZa, Thm. 4.6.1], we may work locally on Xke´t, and assume that
L = Z/n for some n ∈ Z≥1. Then Proposition 2.2.3 reduces to the isomorphism
(2.2.9), which is clearly compatible with reduction mod m on both sides. 
Corollary 2.2.10. Let L be a Z/pm-local system on Xke´t. Then we have the Leray
spectral sequence
(2.2.11) Ea,b2 := H
a
(
XJ,ke´t, R
bε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ )
)
⇒ Ha+b(X∂J,ke´t,LJ).
In particular, the Z/pm-module Hi(X∂J,ke´t,LJ ) is finitely generated, for any i ≥ 0
and m ≥ 0, and vanishes when i > 2 dim(XJ) + |J | = 2dim(X)− |J |.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.2.3 and [DLLZa, Thm. 6.2.1]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. Consider the Leray spectral sequence
Ea,b2 := H
a
(
XJ,ke´t,
(
Rbε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ )
)
⊗Fp (O
+
XJ,ke´t
/p)
)
∼= Ha
(
XJ,ke´t, R
bε∂J,ke´t,∗
(
LJ ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
J,ke´t
/p)
))
⇒ Ha+b
(
X∂J,ke´t,LJ ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
J,ke´t
/p)
)
,
where the first isomorphism is based on [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.8], which admits a mor-
phism from the following spectral sequence, given by the base change of (2.2.11):
Ea,b2 := H
a
(
XJ,ke´t, R
bε∂J,ke´t,∗(LJ )
)
⊗Fp (k
+/p)⇒ Ha+b(X∂J,ke´t,LJ )⊗Fp (k
+/p).
By Proposition 2.2.3 and [DLLZa, Thm. 6.2.1], this morphism is given by al-
most isomorphisms between the E2 terms, which are almost finitely generated k
+-
modules that are almost zero except when a, b ≥ 0 and a+ b ≤ 2 dim(XJ) + |J | =
2dim(X)− |J | (as in Corollary 2.2.10). Thus, the theorem follows. 
2.3. Kummer e´tale cohomology with partial compact support. In this sub-
section, let us fix I⋆-c ⊂ I and define U⋆-c etc as in Section 2.1. Let L be a torsion
local system on Xke´t as before. As in Lemma 2.1.5, for each a ≥ 0, let
(2.3.1) L(a) := ı
∂,−1
(a),ke´t(L).
We shall deduce from Theorem 2.2.1 a finiteness result and a generalization of
the primitive comparison theorem for the cohomology with compact support. In
order to state them, let us first introduce the relevant cohomology groups.
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Definition 2.3.2. Assume that k is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero,
and that X is proper over k. For any torsion local system L on Xke´t, we abusively
define
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) := H
i
⋆-c(Ue´t,L) := H
i
(
Xke´t, 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
)
.
(We introduce both Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) and H
i
⋆-c(Ue´t,L) for the sake of flexibility.)
The following lemma shows that Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) can be interpreted as the coho-
mology of L|U with a partial compact support condition along D⋆-c ⊂ X , which
justifies our choice of notation.
Lemma 2.3.3. We have canonical isomorphisms
(2.3.4) ⋆-ce´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L|U )
∼
→ ⋆-ce´t,!Rεe´t,∗(L|U⋆-cke´t )
∼
→ Rεe´t,∗ 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
(cf. Remark 2.2.6). Therefore, if k is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero
and X is proper, then we have
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= Hi
(
Xe´t, 
⋆-c
e´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L|U )
)
∼= Hic
(
U⋆-ce´t , R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L|U )
)
.
In particular,
• if I⋆-c = ∅, then Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= Hi(Ue´t,L|U );
• if I⋆-c = I, then Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= Hic(Ue´t,L|U ),
where Hic(Ue´t,L|U ) is the e´tale cohomology with compact support of the e´tale local
system L|U on Ue´t, as defined in [Hub96, Sec. 5].
Proof. The first isomorphism in (2.3.4) follows from [DLLZa, Thm. 4.6.1] (and
its proof), and the second isomorphism follows from [DLLZa, Lem. 4.6.2] and the
definition of these sheaves. The rest of the lemma follows immediately. 
Now we are ready to state the following primitive comparison theorem for the
cohomology with partial compact support (cf. the analogous results [Sch13a, Thm.
5.1] and [DLLZa, Thm. 6.2.1] for the usual cohomology):
Theorem 2.3.5. Assume that k is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero,
that X is proper over k, and that L is an Fp-local system over Xke´t. Then:
(1) Hi
(
Xke´t,
(
⋆-cke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Fp (O
+
X/p)
)
is an almost finitely generated k+-
module for each i ≥ 0, and is almost zero if i > 2 dim(X).
(2) There is a canonical almost isomorphism
(2.3.6) Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)⊗Fp (k
+/p)
∼
→ Hi
(
Xke´t,
(
⋆-cke´t,!(L)
)
⊗Fp (O
+
X/p)
)
of k+-modules, for each i ≥ 0. In particular, Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) is a finite-
dimensional Fp-vector space for each i ≥ 0, and vanishes for i > 2 dim(X).
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.5 and [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.7], we have an exact complex
0→
(
⋆-cke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Fp (O
+
X/p)
→ ı∂(0),ke´t,∗
(
L(0) ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
(0)
/p)
)
→ ı∂(1),ke´t,∗
(
L(1) ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
(1)
/p)
)
→ · · · → ı∂(a),ke´t,∗
(
L(a) ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
(a)
/p)
)
→ · · ·
(2.3.7)
over Xke´t, which admits a morphism from the complex
0→ ⋆-cke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )→ ı
∂
(0),ke´t,∗(L(0))→ ı
∂
(1),ke´t,∗(L(1))→ · · · → ı
∂
(a),ke´t,∗(L(a))→ · · ·
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(as in Lemma 2.1.5). Therefore, we obtain a (filtration) spectral sequence
Ea,b1 := H
a+b
(
X∂(a),ke´t,L(a) ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂
(a)
/p)
)
∼= ⊕J⊂I⋆-c, |J|=a H
a+b
(
X∂J,ke´t,LJ ⊗Fp (O
+
X∂J
/p)
)
⇒ Ha+b
(
Xke´t,
(
⋆-cke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Fp (O
+
X/p)
)
,
which admits a morphism from the spectral sequence
Ea,b1 := H
a+b(X∂(a),ke´t,L(a))⊗Fp (k
+/p)
∼= ⊕J⊂I⋆-c, |J|=a
(
Ha+b(X∂J,ke´t,LJ)⊗Fp (k
+/p)
)
⇒ Ha+b
(
Xke´t, 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(L|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Fp (k
+/p).
By Theorem 2.2.1, this morphism is given by almost isomorphisms between the E1
terms, which are almost finitely generated k+-modules that are almost zero except
when a, b ≥ 0 and a + b ≤ 2 dim(X). Thus, the morphism induces the almost
isomorphism (2.3.6) in (2) and justifies (1), as desired. 
2.4. Pro-Kummer e´tale cohomology with partial compact support. Recall
that a Zp-local system L is an inverse system {Ln}n≥1, where each Ln is a Z/pn-
local system, satisfying Lm/p
n ∼= Ln for all m ≥ n ≥ 1. (See [DLLZa, Def.
6.3.1].) Since we will need to deal with inverse systems of sheaves on Xke´t such as
{!(Ln)}n≥1, it is convenient to introduce the following definitions:
Definition 2.4.1. A Kummer e´tale Zp-sheaf F on a locally noetherian fs log adic
space Y (over k) is an inverse system {Fn}n≥1 of sheaves on Yke´t, where Fn is
a Z/pn-module, for each n ≥ 1. Let ShZp(Yke´t) denote the abelian category of
Zp-sheaves on Yke´t. If f : Y
′ → Y is a morphism between such log adic spaces, let
f−1ke´t : ShZp(Yke´t)⇄ ShZp(Y
′
ke´t) : fke´t,∗
be the pair of adjoint functors, namely, the inverse and direct image functors of
Zp-sheaves, given by applying the usual f
−1
ke´t and fke´t,∗ (for torsion sheaves) to each
component of the inverse system. If f =  : W → Y is an open immersion, let
ke´t,! : ShZp(Wke´t)→ ShZp(Yke´t)
be the left adjoint of −1ke´t, again given by applying the usual ke´t,! (for torsion
sheaves) to each component of the inverse system.
When k is algebraically closed of characteristic zero, we define the i-th cohomol-
ogy Hi(Yke´t, ·) as the i-th right derived functor of the functor
ShZp(Yke´t)→ ModZp : {Fn}n≥1 7→ Γ(Yke´t, lim←−
n
Fn) ∼= lim←−
n
Γ(Yke´t, Fn).
Definition 2.4.2. Let X be as before. Assume that k is algebraically closed of
characteristic zero and that X is proper over k. For each Zp-local system L on
Xke´t, we define
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) := H
i
⋆-c(Ue´t,L) := H
i
(
Xke´t, ke´t,!(L|U⋆-c
ke´t
)
)
.
(Again, we introduce both Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) and H
i
⋆-c(Ue´t,L) for the sake of flexibility.)
Lemma 2.4.3. In the setting of Definition 2.4.2, there is a canonical isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= lim←−n
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,Ln) as finite Zp-modules.
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Proof. By definition, Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L) can be written as
Hi
(
RΓ
(
Xke´t, R lim←−
n
ke´t,!(Ln|U⋆-cke´t )
))
∼= Hi
(
R lim
←−
n
RΓ
(
Xke´t, ke´t,!(Ln|U⋆-cke´t )
))
.
Since each Hie´t,⋆-c(U,Ln) is finite (under our assumptions) by Theorem 2.3.5, the
right-hand side is equal to lim
←−n
Hi
(
RΓ
(
Xke´t, ke´t,!(Ln|U⋆-cke´t )
))
∼= lim←−n
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,Ln),
which is a finite Zp-module by standard arguments. 
Remark 2.4.4. When I⋆-c = I, we have Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= lim←−n
Hic(Ue´t,Ln|U ), by
Lemma 2.3.3. It is intriguing whether this is isomorphic to the Hic(Ue´t,L|U ) as
defined in [Hub98]. (Recall that, for a Zp-sheaf F = {Fn}n≥1 on Ue´t, which is par-
tially proper over k, the cohomology with compact support Hic(Ue´t, F ) is defined in
[Hub98] as the i-th derived functor of the functor F = {Fn}n≥1 7→ Γc(Ue´t, lim←−n
Fn),
where Γc is the functor of sections with proper support, as in [Hub96, Def. 5.2.1].)
Nevertheless, despite this issue, we shall abusively define (or rather denote)
Hic(Ue´t,L|U ) := lim←−
n
Hic(Ue´t,Ln|U ).
Again by Lemma 2.3.3, when I⋆-c = ∅, which is another extremal case, we have
Hie´t,⋆-c(U,L)
∼= lim←−
n
Hi(Ue´t,Ln|U ) ∼= H
i(Ue´t,L|U ).
Remark 2.4.5. We shall denote the objects defined by any subset I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I
with subscripts “◦-c”. Then the objects with subscripts “⋆-c” admit compatible
canonical morphisms to those with subscripts “◦-c”. We shall also denote with
subscripts “⋆-nc” the objects defined with the complementary subset I⋆-nc ⊂ I
replacing I⋆-c ⊂ I. (This is consistent of the previous definitions of ⋆-nc and ⋆-nc,
although we will not explicitly use them.)
For each locally noetherian fs log adic space Y , the pro-Kummer e´tale site Yproke´t
was introduced in [DLLZa, Sec. 5]. Let νY : Yproke´t → Yke´t denote the natural
projection of sites. (We shall omit the subscript “Y ” when the context is clear.)
Lemma 2.4.6. For each morphism f : Z → Y of locally noetherian fs log adic
spaces, ν−1Z f
−1
ke´t
∼= f−1proke´t ν
−1
Y . If f is quasi-compact, then ν
−1
Y fke´t,∗
∼= fproke´t,∗ ν
−1
Z .
Proof. The first statement is clear. As for the second, we may assume that Y is
affinoid. Let U = lim
←−i
Ui be any qcqs object of Yproke´t. Then f
−1(U) = lim
←−i
f−1(Ui)
is a qcqs object in Zproke´t. By [DLLZa, Prop. 5.1.6], we have
(
ν−1Y fke´t,∗(F )
)
(U) ∼=
lim
−→i
F
(
f−1(Ui)
)
∼=
(
ν−1Z (F )
)(
f−1(U)
)
∼=
(
fproke´t,∗ ν
−1
Z (F )
)
(U), as desired. 
Remark 2.4.7. The above basic results in this subsection are compatible with
base changes from k to other nonarchimedean local fields.
Finally, let Ẑp := lim←−n
(Z/pn), and let ShẐp(Yproke´t) denote the category of Ẑp-
sheaves on Yproke´t, understood in the naive sense. Then there is a natural functor
(2.4.8) ν−1Y : ShZp(Yke´t)→ ShẐp(Yproke´t) : F = {Fn}n≥1 7→ F̂ := lim←−
n
(
ν−1Y (Fn)
)
.
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2.5. Period sheaves on the boundary strata. Let us begin with some nota-
tional preparation, which will also be used in some later subsections. Consider the
perfectoid field K := k̂, the p-adic completion of some fixed algebraic closure k
of k, with K+ = OK . Let (K♭,K♭+) denote the tilt of (K,K+), as usual. As in
[DLLZb, Sec. 2.3], let ξ ∈ Ainf = W (K♭+) be given by [Sch13a, Lem. 6.3], which
generates the kernel of the surjective canonical homomorphism θ : Ainf → K+.
Let ̟ ∈ K♭+ be such that ̟♯ = p. Then pmAinf/pm+1Ainf ∼= Ainf/p ∼= K♭+ and
̟nK♭+/̟n+1K♭+ ∼= K♭+/̟ ∼= K+/p, for all m,n ≥ 0.
Definition 2.5.1. For each J ⊂ I, by applying ı∂J,proke´t,∗ to the sheaves onX
∂
J,proke´t
defined in [DLLZa, Def. 5.4.1] and [DLLZa, Sec. 2.2], we obtain the sheaves Ô∂
X∂
J
,
Ô+,∂
X∂
J
, Ô♭,∂
X∂
J
, Ô♭+,∂
X∂
J
, A∂
inf,X∂
J
, B∂
inf,X∂
J
, B+,∂
dR,X∂
J
, B∂
dR,X∂
J
, OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
J
, OB∂
dR,log,X∂
J
,
their filtered pieces, and OC∂
log,X∂J
:= gr0OB∂
dR,log,X∂J
, together with the homomor-
phisms θ∂ : A∂
inf,X∂J
→ Ô+,∂
X∂
J
and θ∂ : B∂
inf,X∂J
→ Ô∂
X∂J
, overXproke´t, denoted with an
additional superscript “∂”. For each a ≥ 0, we define similar sheaves Ô∂
X∂
(a)
, Ô+,∂
X∂
(a)
,
Ô♭,∂
X∂
(a)
, Ô♭+,∂
X∂
(a)
, A∂
inf,X∂
(a)
, B∂
inf,X∂
(a)
, B+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
, B∂
dR,X∂
(a)
, OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
, OB∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
,
their filtered pieces, and OC∂
log,X∂
(a)
over Xproke´t by direct sums.
Lemma 2.5.2. For each J ⊂ I, and for each log affinoid perfectoid object U =
lim
←−i∈I
Ui in Xproke´t with associated perfectoid space Û , the pullback of U to X
∂
J,proke´t
defined by V = lim
←−i∈I
(Ui ×X X∂J ) is a log perfectoid affinoid object in XJ,proke´t,
with an associated perfectoid space V̂ and a closed immersion V̂ → Û of adic spaces
compatible with ı (but is generally not the pullback of ı under Û → Y ). Suppose
that V̂ = Spa(R,R
+
) for some perfectoid (R,R
+
) with tilt (R
♭
, R
♭+
). Then:
(1)
(
Ô∂
X∂
J,proke´t
(U), Ô+,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
(U)
)
∼=
(
ÔX∂
J,proke´t
(V ), Ô+
X∂
J,proke´t
(V )
)
∼=
(
R,R
+)
;
(2)
(
Ô♭,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
(U), Ô♭+,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
(U)
)
∼=
(
Ô♭
X∂
J,proke´t
(V ), Ô♭+
X∂
J,proke´t
(V )
)
∼=
(
R
♭
, R
♭+)
;
Proof. These follow from [DLLZa, Lem. 5.3.7 and Thm. 5.4.3]. 
Corollary 2.5.3. For each J ⊂ I, let F be one of the following sheaves on X∂J,proke´t:
ÔX∂J , Ô
+
X∂
J
, Ô♭
X∂J
, Ô♭+
X∂
J
, Ainf,X∂J , Binf,X∂J , B
+
dR,X∂
J
, and BdR,X∂J . Then the canonical
morphisms ı−1proke´t(F
∂) = ı−1proke´t ıproke´t,∗(F) → F and F
∂ → ıproke´t,∗ ı
−1
proke´t(F
∂)
defined by adjunction are isomorphisms. If U and V are in Lemma 2.5.2, then
F∂(U) ∼= F(V ). Moreover, we have the following:
(1) A∂
inf,X∂
J
∼= W (Ô
♭+,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
) and B∂inf,Z
∼= A∂inf,Z [
1
p ].
(2) The kernels of θ∂ : A∂
inf,X∂
J
→ Ô+,∂
X∂
J
and θ∂ : B∂
inf,X∂
J
→ Ô∂
X∂
J
are locally
principal over Xproke´t, and is generated by the above ξ over XK,proke´t.
(3) B+,∂
dR,X∂J
∼= lim←−
(B∂
inf,X∂
J
/ξr) and B∂
dR,X∂
J
∼= B
+,∂
dR,X∂J
[ 1ξ ], where ξ is any local
generator of ker θ∂, which can be the above ξ over XK,proke´t.
Proof. The assertions for ÔX∂
J
, Ô+
X∂J
, Ô♭
X∂
J
, and Ô♭+
X∂J
follow from Lemma 2.5.2.
Since F∂ = ıproke´t,∗(F), and since ıproke´t,∗ is compatible with limits and colimits
(by [DLLZa, Prop. 5.1.5]), the remaining assertions also follow. 
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Lemma 2.5.4. Over Xproke´t/XK , we have the following, for each J ⊂ I:
(1) A∂
inf,X∂
J
/(p, [̟]) ∼= Ô
+,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
/p ∼= ıproke´t,∗(O
+
X∂
J,proke´t
/p).
(2) For all log affinoid perfectoid object U in Xproke´t/YK , and all m,n ≥ 1, the
K+-module Hj
(
Uproke´t,A
∂
inf,X∂J
/(pm, [̟n])
)
is almost zero, when j > 0;
and is almost isomorphic to A∂
inf,X∂
J
(U)/(pm, [̟n]), when j = 0.
(3) A∂
inf,X∂J
∼= lim←−m,n
(
A∂
inf,X∂J
/(pm, [̟n])
)
; and Rj lim
←−m,n
(
A∂
inf,X∂J
/(pm, [̟n])
)
is almost zero, for all j > 0.
Proof. The assertion (1) follows from Lemmas 2.4.6 and 2.5.2, and Definition 2.5.1.
Since Hj(Uproke´t, Ô
+,∂
X∂
J,proke´t
/pm) ∼= Hj(Vproke´t, Ô
+
X∂
J,proke´t
/pm), where V̂ is the per-
fectoid space associated with the pullback of U as in Lemma 2.4.6, the assertion (2)
follows (by induction) from [Sch12, Prop. 7.13] and [DLLZa, Thm. 5.4.3]. Finally,
the assertion (3) follows from [Sch13a, Lem. 3.18], [DLLZa, Prop. 5.5.12], and the
previous two assertions. 
Essentially by definition, and by 2.4.6 and 2.5.2, we have the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.5.5. For J ′ ⊂ J ⊂ I, we have canonical morphisms Ô∂
X∂
J
→ Ô∂
X∂
J′
,
Ô+,∂
X∂
J
→ Ô+,∂
X∂
J′
, Ô♭,∂
X∂
J
→ Ô♭,∂
X∂
J′
, Ô♭+,∂
X∂
J
→ Ô♭+,∂
X∂
J′
, A∂
inf,X∂
J
→ A∂
inf,X∂
J′
, B∂
inf,X∂
J
→
B∂
inf,X∂
J′
, B+,∂
dR,X∂J
→ B+,∂
dR,X∂
J′
, and B∂
dR,X∂
J
→ B∂
dR,X∂
J′
over Xproke´t. For a ≥ a′ ≥ 0,
we have similar morphisms for the analogous sheaves for X∂(a),proke´t and X
∂
(a′),proke´t.
Lemma 2.5.6. For each J ⊂ I, both B+,∂
dR,X∂
J
and B∂
dR,X∂
J
admit filtrations induced
by powers of ker(θ∂ : B∂
inf,X∂
J
→ Ô∂
X∂
J
), which are also induced by those of B+dR,X
and BdR,X . Over XK,proke´t, the filtrations are given by multiplication by powers
of ξ, and induce canonical isomorphisms grr B+,∂
dR,X∂
J
∼= Ô∂X∂
J
(r), for r ≥ 0; and
grr B∂
dR,X∂
J
∼= Ô∂X∂
J
(r), for all r ∈ Z, where (r) denotes Tate twists as usual. For
each a ≥ 0, we have similar facts for B+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
and B∂
dR,X∂
(a)
.
Lemma 2.5.7. Let us temporarily assume that X is affinoid and admits a toric
chart X → Dnk := Spa(k〈T1, . . . , Tn〉, k
+〈T1, . . . , Tn〉) as in [DLLZb, Sec. 2.3], with
D defined by {T1 · · ·Tn = 0}. Let X˜ → X denote the log affinoid perfectoid as
defined in [DLLZb, Sec. 2.3], with associated perfectoid space
̂˜
X, and let ξ be the
same element introduced there. Suppose that X∂J is defined by {T1 = · · · = Ta = 0}.
Then, for each U ∈ Xproke´t/X˜ , we have a canonical surjective morphism
(2.5.8) B+dR,X(U)։ B
+,∂
dR,X∂
J
(U)
inducing, for each r ≥ 1, an isomorphism
(2.5.9)
(
B+dR,X(U)
/
ξr
)/
([T s♭1 ], . . . , [T
s♭
a ])
∧
s∈Q>0
∼
→
(
B
+,∂
dR,X∂
J
(U)
/
ξr
)
,
where ([T s♭1 ], . . . , [T
s♭
a ])
∧
s∈Q>0
denotes the p-adic completion of the ideal generated by
{[T1]s♭, . . . , [T s♭a ]}s∈Q>0 ; and we have a canonical B
+,∂
dR,X∂
J
|X˜ -linear isomorphism
(2.5.10) OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
J
|X˜
∼= B
+,∂
dR,X∂
J
|X˜ [[y1, . . . , yn]].
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compatible with the canonical B+dR,X |X˜-linear isomorphism
(2.5.11) OB+dR,log,X |X˜
∼= B+dR,X |X˜ [[y1, . . . , yn]],
in [DLLZb, Prop. 2.3.15].
Proof. Combine Corollary 2.5.3 and [DLLZb, Cor. 2.3.20]. 
Corollary 2.5.12. For each a ≥ 0, we have an exact complex
0→ B+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
∇
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
⊗OXproke´t Ω
log,1
X
∇
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
⊗OXproke´t Ω
log,2
X → · · ·
(2.5.13)
over Xproke´t. The statement also holds with B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
and OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
replaced
with B∂
dR,X∂
(a)
and OB∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
, respectively.
Proof. Combine Lemma 2.5.7, [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2], and [DLLZa, Ex. 3.2.30]. 
Corollary 2.5.14. Both the canonical morphisms OB+dR,log,X → OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂J
and
OBdR,log,X → OB∂dR,log,X∂
J
are strictly compatible with the filtrations on both sides.
Proof. The assertion forOB+dR,log,X → OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
J
, which is local in nature, follows
from Lemma 2.5.7. Then the assertion for OBdR,log,X → OB
∂
dR,log,X∂J
follows from
the definition of both sides as limits with respect to their (strictly compatible)
filtrations, as in [DLLZb, Def. 2.2.10]. 
3. Comparison theorems for cohomology with compact support
3.1. Statements of main results. In this section, we shall retain the setting of
Section 2, but assume that k is a finite extension of Qp and that X is proper over
k. As in Section 2.5, let K = k̂ and K+ = OK , and let ξ ∈ Ainf = W (K♭+) be
given by [Sch13a, Lem. 6.3]. Let L be a Zp-local system on Xke´t, as in [DLLZa,
Def. 6.3.1]. Fix I⋆-c ⊂ I as before. As usual, we shall denote by (−D⋆-c) the tensor
product with (pullbacks of) the invertible ideal defining the divisor D⋆-c ⊂ X .
We will freely use the notation and constructions in [DLLZb, Sec. 3]. In particu-
lar, we have the ringed spaces X+ = (Xan,OX⊗̂B
+
dR) and X = (Xan,OX⊗̂BdR), as
in [DLLZb, (3.1.5)]. Moreover, we have the notions of log connections and their log
de Rham complexes on X and on X , and of log Higgs bundles and their log Higgs
complexes on XK , as in [DLLZb, Def. 3.1.7]. Note that, given a log connection or
a log Higgs bundle, its tensor product with (the pullback of) the invertible ideal
defining D⋆-c ⊂ X is still a log connection or a log Higgs bundle.
Definition 3.1.1. For a log connection E on X , we define
(3.1.2) HidR,⋆-c(U , E) := H
i
(
X ,DRlog
(
E(−D⋆-c)
))
.
Similarly, for a log connection E on X , we define
(3.1.3) HidR,⋆-c(Uan, E) := H
i
(
Xan,DRlog
(
E(−D⋆-c)
))
,
For a log Higgs bundle E on XK , we define
(3.1.4) HiHiggs,⋆-c(UK,an, E) := H
i
(
XK,an,Higgs log
(
E(−D⋆-c)
))
,
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Finally, for a log connection E on X equipped with a decreasing filtration by
coherent subsheaves Fil•E satisfying the (usual) Griffiths transversality condition,
we define
(3.1.5) Ha,i−aHodge,⋆-c(Uan, E) := H
i
(
Xan, gr
aDRlog
(
E(−D⋆-c)
))
.
Then there is also the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequence
(3.1.6) Ea,i−a1 := H
a,i−a
Hodge,⋆-c(Uan, E)⇒ H
i
dR,⋆-c(Uan, E),
When the eigenvalues of the residues of E and E (along the irreducible compo-
nents of D) are in Q ∩ [0, 1), in which case E and E are the canonical extensions
of E|U and E|U , respectively (see the discussion in [AB01, Ch. 1, Sec. 4]), we
shall also write HidR,⋆-c(U , E|U ), H
i
dR,⋆-c(Uan, EU ), and H
i
Hodge,⋆-c(Uan, EU ), when
the meaning of such notation is clear in the context. In particular, for each
Zp-local system L, we shall write H
i
dR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
, HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
, and
HiHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
, which is justified by [DLLZb, Thm. 3.2.3(2) and 3.2.7(2)].
We shall also abusively write HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
U ,H(L)
)
instead of HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
U ,Hlog(L)
)
.
(For simplicity, we shall denote L|U simply by L, when applying RH( · ) etc to it.)
Remark 3.1.7. The definitions above are rather serious abuses of notation, be-
cause, a priori, they do depend on E and E over the whole Xan. Nevertheless, we will
mainly apply the definitions to E = RHlog(L), E = Hlog(L), and E = DdR,log(L),
for Zp-local systems L. Since the eigenvalues of the residues of RHlog(L) and
DdR,log(L) are in Q∩ [0, 1), the definition of their de Rham cohomology (with sup-
port conditions) is compatible with their analogues in the complex analytic setting
using canonical extensions, as in [Del70, II, 6] and [EV92, Sec. 2.11 and Cor. 2.12].
Remark 3.1.8. If I⋆-c = I and hence D⋆-c = D in the above, we shall abusively
denote HidR,⋆-c(Uan, E) by H
i
dR,c(Uan, E). If I
⋆-c = ∅ and hence D⋆-c = ∅, we
shall abusively denote HidR,⋆-c(Uan, E) by H
i
dR(Uan, E), even though H
i
dR(Uan, E) is
defined using E over the whole compactification X . Nevertheless, for simplicity, we
shall still write HidR,c(Uan, E|U ) and H
i
dR(Uan, E|U ), as in the last part of Definition
3.1.1, when the meaning is clear in the context. This abusive choice of notation is
consistent with our previous choice for the e´tale cohomology (see Remark 2.4.4).
We shall use similar notation for the other cohomology in Definition 3.1.1.
Remark 3.1.9 (cf. Remark 2.4.5). We shall denote the objects defined by any
subset I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I with subscripts “◦-c”. Then the objects with subscripts
“⋆-c” admit compatible canonical morphisms to those with subscripts “◦-c”. Also,
we shall denote with subscripts “⋆-nc” the objects defined with the complementary
subset I⋆-nc ⊂ I replacing I⋆-c ⊂ I.
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 3.1.10. For each i ≥ 0, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant iso-
morphism
(3.1.11) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
,
compatible with the filtrations on both sides, and also (by taking gr0) a canonical
Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.1.12) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼= HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
.
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Suppose that L|U is a de Rham Zp-local system over Ue´t. Then we also have a
canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.1.13) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR,
compatible with the filtrations on both sides, and also (by taking gr0) a canonical
Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.1.14) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k K(−a)
)
.
Moreover, the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequence
(3.1.15) Ea,b1 := H
a,b
Hodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⇒ Ha+bdR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
degenerates on the E1 page.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.10 will be carried out in the following subsections. We
shall freely use the notation introduced in Section 2.5. For simplicity, the pullbacks
of various sheaves from Xproke´t to XK,proke´t will be denoted by the same symbols.
3.2. Period sheaves A⋆-cinf and B
⋆-c
inf .
Definition 3.2.1. Let
A⋆-cinf,X := ker(A
∂
inf,X∂
(0)
→ A∂inf,X∂
(1)
)
(see Lemma 2.5.5), and
B⋆-cinf,X := A
⋆-c
inf,X [
1
p ]
∼= A⋆-cinf,X ⊗Ẑp Q̂p.
We shall omit the subscripts “X” when the context is clear.
Remark 3.2.2. By definition, we have A∂
inf,X∂
(0)
∼= Ainf,X , B∂inf,X∂
(0)
∼= Binf,X ∼=
Ainf,X [
1
p ]
∼= A⋆-cinf,X ⊗Ẑp Q̂p, and B
⋆-c
inf,X
∼= ker(B∂inf,X∂
(0)
→ B∂
inf,X∂
(1)
). Moreover, we
could have defined A⋆-cinf,X as a derived limit as in (3.2.15) below (with L̂ = Ẑp
there), without using the boundary stratification.
Lemma 3.2.3. Both A⋆-cinf,X and B
⋆-c
inf,X are equipped with filtrations induced by those
of Ainf,X and Binf,X , respectively. Over XK,proke´t, they agree with the filtrations
defined more directly by multiplication by powers of ξ, where ξ is as in Section 2.5,
and we have compatible canonical isomorphisms A⋆-cinf,X ⊗Ainf (Ainf/ξ
r)
∼
→ A⋆-cinf,X/ξ
r
and B⋆-cinf,X ⊗Binf (Binf/ξ
r)
∼
→ B⋆-cinf,X/ξ
r, for each r ≥ 1.
Proof. By Definition 3.2.1 and Remark 3.2.2, A⋆-cinf,X and B
⋆-c
inf,X are subsheaves of
Ainf,X and Binf,X , respectively, and the first assertion follows. Over XK,proke´t, by
[Sch13a, Lem. 6.3], the filtrations on Ainf,X and Binf,X are defined by multiplication
by powers of ξ, and the same is true for all the sheaves A∂
inf,X∂
J
and B∂
inf,X∂
J
(see
Definition 2.5.1 and Corollary 2.5.3). Hence, ξr acts with zero kernels on A⋆-cinf,X
and B⋆-cinf,X , for each r ≥ 1, and the second assertion also follows. 
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following:
Proposition 3.2.4. We have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant almost isomor-
phism
(3.2.5) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp Ainf
∼= Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp A
⋆-c
inf,X
)
,
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which induces by inverting p a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant almost isomorphism
(3.2.6) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp Binf ∼= H
i
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X
)
.
Moreover, the isomorphism (3.2.6) is compatible with the filtrations defined by mul-
tiplication by powers of ξ (cf. Lemma 3.2.3); and, for all r ≥ 1, we have compatible
canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphisms
(3.2.7) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp (Binf/ξ
r) ∼= Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
.
Let ̟ ∈ K♭+ be such that ̟♯ = p. We begin with the following consequence of
the primitive comparison isomorphism (see Theorem 2.3.5):
Lemma 3.2.8. For each i ≥ 0 and all m,n ≥ 1, we have canonical Gal(k/k)-
equivariant almost isomorphisms
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp Ainf
∼
→ R lim
←−
m,n
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,Lm)⊗Zp
(
Ainf/(p
m, [̟n])
))
∼
→ Hi
(
XK,proke´t, R lim←−
m,n
((
ν−1X 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(Lm|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X/(p
m, [̟n])
)))
.
(3.2.9)
Proof. By Lemma 2.4.3, Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)
∼= lim←−m
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,Lm) is a finitely gener-
ated Zp-module, and H
i
e´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)/p
m ∼→ Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,Lm) for all sufficiently large
m. Therefore, since Ainf ∼= lim←−m
(Ainf/p
m) ∼= lim←−m,n
(
Ainf/(p
m, [̟n])
)
, we obtain
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp Ainf
∼
→ R lim
←−
m
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp (Ainf/p
m)
)
∼
→ R lim
←−
m
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,Lm)⊗Zp (Ainf/p
m)
)
∼
→ R lim
←−
m,n
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,Lm)⊗Zp
(
Ainf/(p
m, [̟n])
))
(with vanishing higher limits), whose composition is the first almost isomorphism
in (3.2.9). By using the almost isomorphism (2.3.6) in Theorem 2.3.5, by Lemma
2.5.4(1), and by the same inductive argument as in the proof of [Sch13a, Thm.
8.4], we obtain the second almost isomorphism in (3.2.9). By their very construc-
tions, both the almost isomorphisms in (3.2.9) are canonical and independent of
the choices, and hence Gal(k/k)-equivariant, as desired. 
Lemma 3.2.10. Let {Fi}i∈Z≥1 be an inverse system of sheaves on a site T , and
let {0 → Fi → Fi,0 → Fi,1 → · · · Fi,a → · · · }i∈Z≥1 be an inverse system of exact
complexes. Assume that there exists a basis B of the site T such that, for each
U ∈ B, the following conditions hold:
(1) Hb(U,Fi,a) = 0, for all a ≥ 0, b > 0, and i ≥ 1.
(2) The complex 0 → Fi(U) → Fi,0(U) → Fi,1(U) → · · · → Fi,a(U) → · · · is
exact, for each i ≥ 0.
(3) Fi+1,a(U)→ Fi,a is surjective, for all a ≥ 0.
Then, for ? = ∅ or any a ≥ 0, we have Rj lim
←−i
Fi,? = 0 and Hj(U, lim←−i
Fi,?) = 0, for
j > 0; and
(
lim
←−i
Fi,?
)
(U) ∼= lim←−i
(
Fi,?(U)
)
. Moreover, the complex 0 → lim
←−i
Fi →
lim
←−i
Fi,0 → lim←−i
Fi,1 → · · · is also exact.
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Proof. Since Fi,• is a resolution of Fi, we have a (filtration) spectral sequence
Ea,b1 := H
b
(
U,Fi,a) ⇒ Ha+b(U,Fi), which is concentrated on the terms E
a,0
1 , by
assumption (1). Then the spectral sequence degenerates on the E2 page, and
(3.2.11) Hj(U,Fi) = 0,
for all i ≥ 1 and j > 0. Similarly, by assumption (2), we have a spectral sequence
Ea,b1 := R
b lim
←−i
(
Fi,a(U)
)
⇒ Ra+b lim
←−i
(
Fi(U)
)
, which is concentrated on the terms
Ea,01 , because R
b lim
←−i
(
Fi,a(U)
)
= 0 for all b > 0, by assumption (3). Then the
spectral sequence degenerates on the E2 page, and
(3.2.12) Rj lim
←−
i
(
Fi(U)
)
= 0
for all j > 0. Hence, by (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), by assumptions (1) and (3),
and by [Sch13a, Lem. 3.18], the first assertion of the lemma follows. Conse-
quently, by [KS90, Prop. 1.12.4], we have an exact complex 0 → (lim
←−i
Fi)(U) →
(lim
←−i
Fi,0)(U) → (lim←−i
Fi,1)(U) → · · · . Since U is an arbitrary object in the basis
B of T , the second assertion of the lemma also follows, as desired. 
Lemma 3.2.13. For each m ≥ 1 and each n ≥ 1, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-
equivariant exact complex
0→
(
ν−1X 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(Lm|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X/(p
m, [̟n])
)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp
(
A∂inf,X∂
(0)
/(pm, [̟n])
)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp
(
A∂inf,X∂
(1)
/(pm, [̟n])
)
→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp
(
A∂inf,X∂
(a)
/(pm, [̟n])
)
→ · · ·
(3.2.14)
over XK,proke´t. Consequently, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant almost
quasi-isomorphism between
R lim
←−
m,n
((
ν−1X 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(Lm|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X/(p
m, [̟n])
))
(with almost vanishing higher limits)
L̂⊗Ẑp A
∂
inf,X∂
(0)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp A
∂
inf,X∂
(1)
→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp A
∂
inf,X∂
(a)
→ · · ·
(which is almost exact except in degree 0) over XK,proke´t. Since L̂ is a local system,
by Definition 3.2.1, we obtain a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant almost isomorphism
(3.2.15) L̂⊗Ẑp A
⋆-c
inf,X
∼
→ R lim
←−
m,n
((
ν−1X 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(Lm|U⋆-cke´t )
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X/(p
m, [̟n])
))
.
Proof. The first assertion follows inductively from the exactness of (2.3.7), by using
Lemma 2.5.4(1) and the canonical morphisms induced by the short exact sequence
0 → pLm → Lm → Lm/p → 0. Let U be any log perfectoid affinoid object in
Xproke´t/XK , which we may assume to trivialize L̂, because such objects form a
basis, by [DLLZa, Prop. 5.5.12]. By induction on m and n, by [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.7]
and Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.5.4, and by downward induction on a using the finiteness
of |I⋆-c|, we see that (3.2.14) is almost exact when evaluated on U , and so that
Lemma 3.2.10 applies, from which the second assertion follows, as desired. 
Thus, we are ready for the following:
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Proof of Proposition 3.2.4. By combining Lemma 3.2.8 and (3.2.15), we obtain the
two almost isomorphisms (3.2.5) and (3.2.6), which are naturally compatible with
the multiplication by powers of ξ on both sides. As explained in the proof of
[Sch13a, Thm. 6.5], multiplication by [̟] ∈ Binf = W (K♭+)[
1
p ] is invertible (and
so almost isomorphisms becomes isomorphisms) after reduction modulo ξ, because
[̟] is mapped to ̟♯ = p in K, by the choice of ̟ ∈ K♭+. For each r ≥ 1, since
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp (Binf/ξ
r) ∼=
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp Qp
)
⊗Qp (Binf/ξ
r),
and since Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L) ⊗Zp Qp is a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space, by using
the canonical isomorphism (3.2.6) we have just established, we see that ξr acts with
zero kernel on Hi(XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X), and we obtain a canonical isomorphism
Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X
)
⊗Binf (Binf/ξ
r)
∼
→ Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X
)
/ξr.
Therefore, the connecting morphisms in the long exact sequence associated with the
short exact sequence 0→ L̂⊗ẐpB
⋆-c
inf,X
ξr
→ L̂⊗ẐpB
⋆-c
inf,X → L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)→ 0 over
XK,proke´t (see Lemma 3.2.3) are all zero, and we obtain a canonical isomorphism
Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X
)
/ξr
∼
→ Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
.
It follows that (3.2.6) is compatible with the filtrations and induce the desired
isomorphism (3.2.7), which is just the composition of the last two isomorphisms. 
3.3. Period sheaves B⋆-c,+dR and B
⋆-c
dR.
Definition 3.3.1. For ? = ∅, +, ♭, or ♭+, let Ô⋆-c,?X := ker(Ô
?,∂
X∂
(0)
→ Ô?,∂
X∂
(1)
).
Definition 3.3.2. Let
B
⋆-c,+
dR,X := ker(B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(0)
→ B+,∂
dR,X∂
(1)
)
and
B⋆-cdR,X := ker(B
∂
dR,X∂
(0)
→ B∂dR,X∂
(1)
)
(see Lemma 2.5.5). We shall omit the subscripts “X” when the context is clear.
Remark 3.3.3. By definition, we have B+,∂
dR,X∂
(0)
∼= B+dR,X ; and we have B
⋆-c
dR,X
∼=
B
⋆-c,+
dR,X [
1
ξ ]
∼= B
⋆-c,+
dR,X⊗B+dR
BdR overXK,proke´t. Moreover, we could have defined B
⋆-c,+
dR,X
as a derived limit as in (3.3.8) below (with L̂ = Ẑp there), without reference to the
boundary stratification.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following generalization of [DLLZb,
Lem. 3.6.1]:
Proposition 3.3.4. For each i ≥ 0, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant
isomorphism
(3.3.5) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp B
+
dR
∼= Hi(XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c,+
dR,X),
compatible with filtrations on both sides, and also (by taking gr0) a canonical Gal(k/k)-
equivariant isomorphism
(3.3.6) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼= Hi(XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
XK,proke´t
).
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Lemma 3.3.7. Over XK,proke´t, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomor-
phism
(3.3.8) L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c,+
dR,X
∼= R lim←−
r
(
L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
,
(with vanishing higher limits) and a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant exact complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c,+
dR,X → L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(0)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(1)
→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
→ · · · ,
(3.3.9)
which is strictly compatible with the filtrations defined by multiplication by powers
of ξ, and induces, for each r ∈ Z, a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.3.10) grr(L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR,X)
∼= L̂⊗Ẑp gr
r(B⋆-cdR,X)
∼= L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
XK,proke´t(r)
and a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant exact complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
XK,proke´t → L̂⊗Ẑp ÔX∂(0),K,proke´t
→ L̂⊗Ẑp ÔX∂(1),K,proke´t
→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp ÔX∂(a),K,proke´t
→ · · · .
(3.3.11)
Proof. Since L̂ is a local system, by forming the tensor product of the short exact
sequence 0→ Binf
ξr
→ Binf → Binf/ξr → 0 with the complex L̂⊗ẐpB
∂
inf,X∂
(•)
(which is
almost exact except in degree 0, by Lemma 3.2.13), we obtain a short exact sequence
of complexes 0 → L̂ ⊗Ẑp B
∂
inf,X∂
(•)
ξr
→ L̂ ⊗Ẑp B
∂
inf,X∂
(•)
→ L̂ ⊗Ẑp (B
∂
inf,X∂
(•)
/ξr) →
0, inducing an almost long exact sequence with only three nonzero terms in the
beginning 0→ L̂⊗ẐpB
⋆-c
inf,X → L̂⊗ẐpB
⋆-c
inf,X → L̂⊗Ẑp(B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)→ 0→ · · · , showing
that we have a canonical isomorphism
(
L̂ ⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X
)
/ξr
∼
→ L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r) (cf.
Lemma 3.2.3) and a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant exact complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)→ L̂⊗Ẑp (B
∂
inf,X∂
(0)
/ξr)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp (B
∂
inf,X∂
(1)
/ξr)→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp (B
∂
inf,X∂
(a)
/ξr)→ · · · .
(3.3.12)
When r = 1, this gives the exact complex (3.3.11), because B∂
inf,X∂
(a)
/ξ ∼= Ô∂X∂
(a)
.
(Alternatively, we can obtain the exact complex (3.3.11) more directly from the
exact complex (2.3.7).) More generally, let U be any log perfectoid affinoid object
in Xproke´t/XK , which we may assume to trivialize L̂, because such objects form a
basis, by [DLLZa, Prop. 5.5.12]. By induction on r, by the exactness of (3.3.12),
by [DLLZa, Thm. 5.4.3], and by downward induction on a using the finiteness of
|I⋆-c|, we see that (3.3.12) is exact when evaluated on U , and so that Lemma 3.2.10
applies, from which we obtain that Rj lim
←−r
(
L̂ ⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
= 0, for all j > 0,
and that the canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant complex
0→ lim
←−
r
(
L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c,+
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp BdR,X+,∂(0)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp BdR,X+,∂(1)
→ · · · → L̂⊗Ẑp BdR,X+,∂(a)
→ · · ·
(3.3.13)
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is exact. Since L̂ is a local system, by Definition 3.3.2, we obtain an exact sequence
(3.3.14) 0→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c,+
dR,X → L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(0)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(1)
as in the first few terms of (3.3.9). Hence, we obtain both (3.3.8) and (3.3.9)
by comparing (3.3.13) and (3.3.14), which are strictly compatible with filtrations
because (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) are, by their very constructions above. Since
grr(L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
) ∼= L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
∂
X∂
(a),K,proke´t
(a)
by Lemma 2.5.6, for all a ≥ 0; and since
L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
XK,proke´t
∼= ker(L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
∂
X∂
(0),K,proke´t
→ L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
∂
X∂
(1),K,proke´t
),
by Definition 3.3.1, we also obtain (3.3.10) and (3.3.11), as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3.4. Since Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L) ⊗Zp Qp is finite as a (free) Qp-
module (see Lemma 2.4.3), and since Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗ZpB
+
dR
∼=
(
(Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp
Qp)⊗Qp Binf
)
⊗Binf B
+
dR and B
+
dR
∼= lim←−r
(Binf/ξ
r), by Proposition 3.2.4, we obtain
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp B
+
dR
∼= R lim←−
r
(
Hi(XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
inf,X)⊗Binf (Binf/ξ
r)
)
∼= R lim←−
r
Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
(with vanishing higher limits), which are compatible with the filtrations defined
by multiplication by powers of ξ. Thus, the proposition follows from Lemma
3.3.7 and the standard isomorphism R lim
←−r
RΓ
(
XK,proke´t, L̂ ⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
)
∼=
RΓ
(
XK,proke´t, R lim←−r
(
L̂⊗Ẑp (B
⋆-c
inf,X/ξ
r)
))
, as desired. 
3.4. Period sheaves OB⋆-c,+dR,log and OB
⋆-c
dR,log, and Poincare´ lemma.
Definition 3.4.1. Let
OB⋆-c,+dR,log,X := ker(OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(0)
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(1)
);
OB⋆-cdR,log,X := ker(OB
∂
dR,log,X∂
(0)
→ OB∂dR,log,X∂
(1)
);
FilrOB⋆-c,+dR,log,X := ker(Fil
rOB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(0)
→ FilrOB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(1)
),
for r ≥ 0;
FilrOB⋆-cdR,log,X := ker(Fil
rOB∂dR,log,X∂
(0)
→ FilrOB∂dR,log,X∂
(1)
);
for r ∈ Z; and
OC⋆-clog,X := gr
0
(
OB⋆-cdR,log,X
)
∼= ker(OC∂log,X∂
(0)
→ OC∂log,X∂
(1)
).
(See Lemma 2.5.5. The isomorphism above is justified by Corollary 2.5.14.)
Corollary 3.4.2. The morphisms in Lemma 2.5.5 induce an exact complex
0→ OB⋆-c,+dR,log,X → OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(0)
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(1)
→ · · · → OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
→ · · ·
(3.4.3)
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strictly compatible with the filtrations. Moreover, by forming the tensor product of
(3.4.3) with the finite locally free OX-module Ω
log,•
X , we obtain an exact complex of
log de Rham complexes (cf. [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2])
0→ OB⋆-c,+dR,log,X ⊗OX Ω
log,•
X → OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(0)
⊗OX Ω
log,•
X
→ OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(1)
⊗OX Ω
log,•
X → · · · → OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
⊗OX Ω
log,•
X → · · ·
(3.4.4)
strictly compatible with the filtrations. The above statements hold with OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
and B+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
replaced with OB∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
and B∂
dR,X∂
(a)
, respectively, for all a ≥ 0.
Consequently, we have an exact complex
(3.4.5) 0→ OC⋆-clog,X → OC
∂
log,X∂
(0)
→ OC∂log,X∂
(1)
→ · · · → OC∂log,X∂
(a)
→ · · · .
Proof. The assertions for OB+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
follow from Lemma 2.5.7, because power
series algebras are direct products as modules; because the filtrations are defined
by multiplication by powers of ξ ∈ Ainf and hence strictly compatible; and because
the complex (3.3.11) (with L̂ = Ẑp) is exact. Then the assertions for OB∂dR,log,X∂
(a)
,
B∂
dR,X∂
(a)
, and OC⋆-clog,X also follow, by strict compatibility with filtrations. 
We have the following variant of the Poincare´ lemma:
Proposition 3.4.6. We have the following convenient facts over XK,proke´t:
(1) The exact complex in [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2(1)] induces an exact complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c,+
dR,X → L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c,+
dR,log,X
∇
→ (L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c,+
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,1
X
∇
→ (L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c,+
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,2
X → · · · .
(3.4.7)
(2) The above statement holds with [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2(1)] replaced with [DLLZb,
Cor. 2.4.2(2)], and with B⋆-c,+dR,X and OB
⋆-c,+
dR,log,X replaced with B
⋆-c
dR,X and
OB⋆-cdR,log,X, respectively.
(3) As in [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2(3)], for each r ∈ Z, the subcomplex
0→ Filr(L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR,X)→ Fil
r(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)
∇
→ Filr−1(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,1
X
∇
→ Filr−2(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,2
X → · · ·
of the complex for B⋆-cdR,X and OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X is also exact.
(4) For each r ∈ Z, the quotient complex
0→ grr(L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR,X)→ gr
r(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)
∇
→ grr−1(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,1
X
∇
→ grr−2(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log,X)⊗OX Ω
log,2
X → · · ·
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of the previous complex is exact, and can be Gal(k/k)-equivariantly identi-
fied with the complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
X (r)→
(
L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log(r)
)
∇
→
(
L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log,X(r − 1)
)
⊗OX Ω
log,1
X
∇
→
(
L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log,X(r − 2)
)
⊗OX Ω
log,2
X → · · · .
Proof. Let R• denote the complex (3.4.7), which we would like to show to be exact.
Since L̂ is a local system, by forming its tensor product with the exact complex
(2.5.13) in Corollary 2.5.12, we obtain an exact complex
0→ L̂⊗Ẑp B
+,∂
dR,X∂
(a)
→ L̂⊗Ẑp OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
∇
→ L̂⊗Ẑp OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
⊗OX Ω
log,1
X
∇
→ L̂⊗Ẑp OB
+,∂
dR,log,X∂
(a)
⊗OX Ω
log,2
X → · · · ,
which we denote by R•(a), for each a ≥ 0; and we obtain a canonical exact complex
of complexes
(3.4.8) 0→R• →R•(0) →R
•
(1) → · · · → R
•
(a) → · · · ,
by Lemma 3.3.7 and Corollary 3.4.2. Since (3.4.8) contains only finitely many
nonzero terms, we can break it into finitely many short exact sequences of complexes
by taking kernels and cokernels, and argue by taking the associated long exact
sequences of cohomology and by downward induction that the complex R• is exact
when all the other complexes R•(a) are. This shows that the complex (3.4.7) in
(1) is exact, as desired. The remaining assertions then follow from this, from the
strict compatibility with filtrations in Corollary 3.4.2, and from the corresponding
assertions in [DLLZb, Cor. 2.4.2]. 
3.5. Comparison of cohomology. For simplicity, we shall omit the subscripts
“X” from the period sheaves. As in [DLLZb, Sec. 3], let µ : Xproke´t → Xan
and µ′ : Xproke´t/XK → Xan denote the canonical morphisms of sites. Recall that
RHlog(L) = Rµ′∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OBdR,log), Hlog(L) = gr
0
(
RHlog(L)
)
∼= Rµ′∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OClog),
and DdR,log(L) = µ∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OBdR,log).
Definition 3.5.1. Let
RH⋆-clog(L) := ker
(
RHlog(L)→ ⊕j∈I⋆-c
(
RHlog(L)|
0
Dj
))
and
D⋆-cdR,log(L) := ker
(
DdR,log(L)→ ⊕j∈I⋆-c
(
DdR,log(L)|
0
Dj
))
,
which are equipped with the induced log connections and filtrations, where “|Dj”
and “|Dj” denote pullbacks (as coherent sheaves) to Dj and Dj , respectively, and
where the superscripts “0” denote the maximal quotient sheaves on which the
residue endomorphisms act nilpotently (cf. [DLLZb, (3.4.2)]), with induced quo-
tient filtrations. For simplicity, by pushforward, we shall abusively consider such
sheaves as coherent sheaves over the ambient spaces X and X . Accordingly, let
H⋆-clog(L) := gr
0
(
RH⋆-clog(L)
)
,
which is equipped with a canonically induced log Higgs field.
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Remark 3.5.2. While the eigenvalues of the residues of RHlog(L) along (the irre-
ducible components of)D are all in [0, 1), the eigenvalues of the residues ofRH⋆-clog(L)
along D⋆-c and D⋆-c are in (0, 1] and [0, 1), respectively; and the analogous state-
ment is true forDdR,log(L) andD
⋆-c
dR,log(L). By definition, we always have the canon-
ical inclusion RHlog(L)(−D⋆-c) →֒ RH
⋆-c
log(L) (resp. Hlog(L)(−D
⋆-c) →֒ H⋆-clog(L),
resp.DdR,log(L)(−D⋆-c) →֒ D⋆-cdR,log(L)), which is an isomorphism when the residues
of RHlog(L) (resp. RHlog(L), resp. DdR,log(L)) along irreducible components of
D⋆-c are all nilpotent. (By [DLLZb, Thm. 3.2.12], such a nilpotence holds when
LQp has unipotent geometric monodromy along all irreducible components of D
⋆-c.)
Lemma 3.5.3. The canonical morphisms of log de Rham complexes
(3.5.4) DRlog
(
RHlog(L)(−D
⋆-c)
)
→ DRlog
(
RH⋆-clog(L)
)
and
(3.5.5) DRlog
(
DdR,log(L)(−D
⋆-c)
)
→ DRlog
(
D⋆-cdR,log(L)
)
,
which are strictly compatible with the filtrations by construction, are quasi-isomorphisms.
Hence, the log Higgs complex
(3.5.6) Higgs log
(
Hlog(L)(−D
⋆-c)
)
→ Higgs log
(
H⋆-clog(L)
)
is also a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. By definition of RH⋆-clog(L), the residues induce automorphisms of the pull-
back of
(
RH⋆-clog(L)
)
/
(
RHlog(L)(−D⋆-c)
)
to Dj , for all j ∈ I⋆-c. Hence, (3.5.4) is
a quasi-isomorphism, by the same argument as in the proof of [EV92, Lem. 2.10];
and so is (3.5.6) by taking gr0. Similarly, (3.5.5) is also a quasi-isomorphism. 
Proposition 3.5.7. The canonical morphisms Rµ′∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log)→RHlog(L),
Rµ′∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log)→ Hlog(L), and µ∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log)→ DdR,log(L) factor though
canonical isomorphisms Rµ′∗(L̂ ⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log)
∼
→ RH⋆-clog(L), Rµ
′
∗(L̂ ⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log)
∼
→
H⋆-clog(L), and µ∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OB
⋆-c
dR,log)
∼
→ D⋆-cdR,log(L), respectively.
Proof. It suffices to establish the assertion for H⋆-clog(L), after which the assertions
for RH⋆-clog(L) and D
⋆-c
dR,log(L) follow. Since the assertions are local in nature, we
may suppose as in [DLLZb, Sec. 3.3] that X = Spa(R,R+) is an affinoid log adic
space over k, equipped with a strictly e´tale morphism
X → Dn = Spa(k〈T1, . . . , Tn〉, k
+〈T1, . . . , Tn〉)
(with P = Z≥n and Q = 0 there and) with D
⋆-c →֒ X given by the preim-
age of {T1 · · ·Tr = 0} →֒ Dn, so that we have a log perfectoid affinoid covering
X˜ → X as defined there such that X˜K → XK is a Galois pro-Kummer e´tale
covering with Galois group Γgeom ∼= (Ẑ(1))n. For each m ≥ 1, let us write
XK,m = Spa(RK,m, R
+
K,m) := XK ×DnK D
n
K,m, and denote by (R̂K,∞, R̂
+
K,∞) the
p-adic completion of lim
−→m
(RK,m, R
+
K,m), so that Ô(X˜K) = R̂K,∞. For each subset
J of {1, . . . , r}, let RJ,K,m denote the quotient of RK,m by the ideal generated by
{Tj}j∈J , and let R
+
J,K,m denote the integral closure in RJ,K,m of the image of R
+
K,m.
Note that the nilpotent elements in R+J,K,m are necessarily p-divisible. Therefore,
if we denote by (R̂J,K,∞, R̂
+
J,K,∞) the p-adic completion of lim−→m
(RJ,K,m, R
+
J,K,m),
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then we have a canonical isomorphism R̂K,∞/(T
s
j )
∧
j∈J, s∈Q>0
∼
→ R̂J,K,∞, and we
have Ô∂
X∂
J
(X˜K) = R̂J,K,∞, as in Lemma 2.5.2, where X
∂
J ⊂ D
⋆-c is defined by
{Tj = 0}j∈J (with its log structure pulled back from X). When m = 1, we shall
drop the subscript m in the above notation.
Let L := L̂ ⊗Ẑp Ô and L
⋆-c := L̂ ⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c, so that (L̂ ⊗Ẑp OClog)|X˜K
∼=
L|X˜K [W1, . . . ,Wn] and (L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log)|X˜K
∼= L⋆-c|X˜K [W1, . . . ,Wn], by Lemma 2.5.7
and [DLLZb, Cor. 2.3.17]. Let L∞ := L(X˜K) and L⋆-c∞ := L
⋆-c(X˜K). For each
J ⊂ {1, . . . , r}, let LJ := L̂ ⊗Ẑp Ô
∂
X∂J
and LJ,∞ := LJ(X˜K). Then L∞ is a finite
projective R̂K,∞-module, and LJ,∞ ∼= L∞ ⊗R̂K R̂J,K , for all j. By evaluating the
exact complexes (3.3.11) and (3.4.5) on X˜, and by [DLLZa, Thm. 5.4.3], we obtain
an exact complex
0→ L⋆-c∞ [W1, . . . ,Wn]→ L∞[W1, . . . ,Wn]→ ⊕|J|=1LJ,∞[W1, . . . ,Wn]
→ ⊕|J|=2 LJ,∞[W1, . . . ,Wn]→ · · · → ⊕|J|=r LJ,∞[W1, . . . ,Wn]→ 0
(3.5.8)
respecting the variablesW1, . . . ,Wn. By Corollary 2.5.3, Lemma 2.5.7, and [DLLZb,
Prop. 3.3.3 and Lem. 3.3.15],
Hi(Xproke´t/XK , L̂⊗Ẑp OC
∂
log,X∂
J
) ∼= Hi(Γgeom, LJ,∞[W1, . . . ,Wn])
is zero, when i > 0; and is canonically isomorphic to a finite projective RK/(Tj)j∈J -
module L(X∂J,K), when i = 0, whose formation is compatible with pullbacks under
rational localizations or finite e´tale morphisms, by [DLLZb, Lem. 3.3.16]. Con-
cretely, in the notation of [DLLZb, Sec. 3.3], there exists some model Lm0(XK) of
L∞ over RK,m0 , for some m0 ≥ 1, such that Lm0(X
∂
J,K) := Lm0(XK)/(T
1
m0
j )j∈J is
a good model of LJ,∞, for each J , and the RK/(Tj)j∈J -submodule L(X
∂
J,K) is the
maximal K-subspace of Lm0(X
∂
J,K) on which Γgeom acts unipotently. Let
(3.5.9) L(XK)
⋆-c := ker
(
L(XK)→ ⊕|J|=1L(X
∂
J,K)
)
.
Since each Lm0(XK) is finite projective and hence flat over RK,m0 , by usual
arguments (cf. the proof of [HLTT16, Lem. 2.3]), we have an exact complex
0→ (T
1
m0
1 · · ·T
1
m0
r )Lm0(XK)→ Lm0(XK)→ ⊕|J|=1
(
Lm0(XK)/(T
1
m0
j )j∈J
)
→ ⊕|J|=2
(
Lm0(XK)/(T
1
m0
j )j∈J
)
→ · · · → ⊕|J|=r
(
Lm0(XK)/(T
1
m0
j )j∈J
)
→ 0,
where J in the above direct sums runs over subsets of {1, . . . , r}. By taking the
maximal K-subspaces on which Γgeom acts unipotently (cf. [DLLZb, Rem. 3.3.14]),
we obtain an exact complex
0→ L(XK)
⋆-c → L(XK)→ ⊕|J|=1L(X
∂
J,K)
→ ⊕|J|=2L(X
∂
J,K)→ · · · → ⊕|J|=r L(X
∂
J,K)→ 0
(3.5.10)
Now, by the exactness of (3.5.8), we have a spectral sequence
Ea,b1 := H
b(Γgeom,⊕|J|=a LJ,∞[W1, . . . ,Wn])⇒ H
a+b(Γgeom, L
⋆-c
∞ [W1, . . . ,Wn]).
By the above discussions, the E1 page is concentrated on the terms E
a,0
1 . Hence,
the spectral sequence degenerates on the E2 page, and by the exactness of (3.5.10),
Hi(Xproke´t/XK , L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log)
∼= Hj(Γgeom, L
⋆-c
∞ [W1, . . . ,Wn])
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is zero, when i > 0; and is canonically isomorphic to L(XK)
⋆-c, when i = 0, whose
formation is compatible with pullbacks under rational localizations or finite e´tale
morphisms. Thus, by comparing Definition 3.5.1 and (3.5.9) using [DLLZb, Rem.
3.4.14], we obtain Rµ′∗(L̂⊗Ẑp OC
⋆-c
log)
∼= H⋆-clog(L), as desired. 
Lemma 3.5.11. The canonical morphism
(3.5.12) D⋆-cdR,log(L)⊗̂kBdR →RH
⋆-c
log(L)
induced by [DLLZb, (3.4.19)] is injective and strictly compatible with the filtrations
on both sides. That is, the induced morphism
(3.5.13) grr
(
D⋆-cdR,log(L)⊗̂kBdR
)
→ grr
(
RH⋆-clog(L)
)
is injective, for each r. If L|U is a de Rham Zp-local system over Ue´t, then both
(3.5.12) and (3.5.13) are isomorphisms, and grD⋆-cdR,log(L) is a vector bundle of rank
rkQp(L).
Proof. These follow from [DLLZb, Lem. 3.4.18, and Cor. 3.4.21 and 3.4.22], and
from Proposition 3.5.7 and its proof. 
Lemma 3.5.14. Suppose that L|U is a de Rham Zp-local system over Ue´t. For
each i ≥ 0, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.5.15) HidR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
∼= HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR,
which induces (by taking gr0) a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.5.16) HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k K(−a)
)
.
Proof. These follow from Proposition 3.5.7, Lemmas 3.5.3 and 3.5.11, and the same
arguments as in the proofs of [DLLZb, Lem. 3.6.3 and 3.6.5]. 
We are ready to complete the following:
Proof of Theorem 3.1.10. By applying Rµ′∗ to the exact sequences in Lemma 3.4.6,
and by the projection formula, Lemma 3.5.3, and Proposition 3.5.7, we can re-
place the targets of the isomorphisms in Proposition 3.3.4 with HidR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
and HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
, respectively, and obtain the canonical isomorphisms
(3.1.11) and (3.1.12). Consequently, by Lemma 3.5.14, we also obtain the canonical
isomorphisms (3.1.13) and (3.1.14). Finally, these isomorphisms imply that
dimk
(
HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
=
∑
a+b=i
dimk
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
,
and hence the spectral sequence (3.1.15) degenerates on the E1 page, as desired. 
In the remainder of this subsection, let us provide some criteria for cohomology
with different partial compact support conditions to be isomorphic to each other.
Lemma 3.5.17. Let I+geom denote the subset of I consisting of j ∈ I such that the
eigenvalues of the residue of RHlog(L) along Dj are all in Q∩(0, 1) (i.e., nonzero).
Let E =
∑
j∈I cjDj, where cj ∈ Z, be a divisor satisfying the following condition:
(1) If j ∈ I+geom, then there is no condition on cj.
(2) If j ∈ I⋆-c − I+geom, then cj ≤ 0.
(3) If j ∈ I⋆-nc − I+geom, then cj ≥ 0.
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Let us write E = E+−E−, where E+ :=
∑
j∈I+geom , cj≥0
cjDj+
∑
j∈I⋆-nc−I+geom
cjDj
and E− := −
∑
j∈I+geom, cj<0
cjDj −
∑
j∈I⋆-c−I+geom
cjDj. Then we have canonical
quasi-isomorphisms
DRlog
((
RHlog(L)
)
(−D⋆-c)
)
→ DRlog
((
RHlog(L)
)
(−D⋆-c + E+)
)
→ DRlog
((
RHlog(L)
)
(−D⋆-c + E)
)
,
(3.5.18)
which induce a canonical isomorphism
HidR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
∼= Hi
(
X ,DRlog
(
(RHlog(L))(−D
⋆-c + E)
))
.
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of [EV92, Lem. 2.7], for any c ∈ Z,
the eigenvalues of the residue of
(
RHlog(L)
)
(cDj) along Dj are the corresponding
eigenvalues of RHlog(L) minus c. Since the eigenvalues of the residues of RHlog(L)
are all in Q ∩ [0, 1), the first (resp. second) canonical morphism in (3.5.18) is a
quasi-isomorphism, by the same argument as in the proof of [EV92, Properties 2.9
a)] (resp. [EV92, Properties 2.9 b)]), because none of the eigenvalues of the residues
of
(
RHlog(L)
)
(cjDj) are in Z≥1 (resp. Z≤0), by the choice of E
+ (resp. E−). 
Corollary 3.5.19. Let I+geom be as in Lemma 3.5.17. Suppose
(3.5.20) I⋆-c − I+geom ⊂ I
◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ∪ I+geom ⊂ I.
Then, for each i ≥ 0, we have a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.5.21) HidR,⋆-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
∼= HidR,◦-c
(
U ,RH(L)
)
,
which induces (by taking gr0) a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.5.22) HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
∼= HiHiggs,◦-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
.
Since K is a field extension of Qp, by Theorem 3.1.10, for LQp := L ⊗Zp Qp, we
also obtain a canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphism
(3.5.23) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)
∼= Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,LQp).
Proof. Since I⋆-c − I+geom = I
◦-c − I+geom and I
⋆-c ∪ I+geom = I
◦-c ∪ I+geom, we may
assume that I◦-c = I⋆-c−I+geom ⊂ I
⋆-c, in which case there are compatible canonical
morphisms from the cohomology with compact support condition defined by ⋆-c to
that defined by ◦-c, and apply Lemma 3.5.17 and Theorem 3.1.10. 
Lemma 3.5.24. Let I+arith denote the subset of I consisting of j ∈ I such that the
eigenvalues of the residue of DdR,log(L) along Dj are all in Q∩(0, 1) (i.e., nonzero).
Let E =
∑
j∈I cjDj, where cj ∈ Z, be a divisor satisfying the following conditions:
(1) If j ∈ I+arith, then there is no condition on cj.
(2) If j ∈ I⋆-c − I+arith, then cj ≤ 0.
(3) If j ∈ I⋆-nc − I+arith, then cj ≥ 0.
Let us write E = E+−E−, where E+ :=
∑
j∈I+arith, cj≥0
cjDj+
∑
j∈I⋆-nc−I+arith
cjDj
and E− := −
∑
j∈I+arith, cj<0
cjDj −
∑
j∈I⋆-c−I+arith
cjDj. Then we have canonical
quasi-isomorphisms
DRlog
((
DdR,log(L)
)
(−D⋆-c)
)
→ DRlog
((
DdR,log(L)
)
(−D⋆-c + E+)
)
→ DRlog
((
DdR,log(L)
)
(−D⋆-c + E)
)
,
(3.5.25)
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which induce a canonical isomorphism
HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
∼= Hi
(
Xan,DRlog
(
(DdR,log(L))(−D
⋆-c + E)
))
.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5.17, these follow from the same arguments as
in the proofs of [EV92, Lem. 2.7 and Properties 2.9]. 
Corollary 3.5.26. Let I+arith be as in Lemma 3.5.24. Suppose
(3.5.27) I⋆-c − I+arith ⊂ I
◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ∪ I+arith ⊂ I.
Then, for each i ≥ 0, we have a canonical isomorphism
(3.5.28) HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
∼= HidR,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
,
which induces, for each a ∈ Z, (by taking gra) a canonical isomorphism
(3.5.29) Ha,i−aHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
∼= H
a,i−a
Hodge,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
.
Proof. Since I⋆-c − I+arith = I
◦-c − I+arith and I
⋆-c ∪ I+arith = I
◦-c ∪ I+arith, we may
assume that I◦-c = I⋆-c − I+arith, and apply Lemma 3.5.24 and Theorem 3.1.10. 
4. Trace morphisms and Poincare´ duality
In this section, we shall retain the setting of Section 3.1 (except in the review
in Section 4.1). The goal of this section is to construct the trace morphisms for de
Rham and e´tale cohomology with compact support in degree 2d, and show that they
are compatible with trace morphisms of lower dimensions via Gysin morphisms, and
with each other under the de Rham comparison isomorphism in Theorem 3.1.10.
Throughout the section, we shall denote by L a Zp-local system on Xke´t. Recall
that, by [DLLZa, Cor. 6.3.4], any Zp-local system over Ue´t uniquely extends over
Xke´t by pushforward. Thus, our results for L overXke´t are applicable to all Zp-local
systems over Ue´t, despite the notation.
4.1. Serre duality for coherent cohomology. In this subsection, we review the
trace morphism and Serre duality for the coherent cohomology of proper smooth
rigid analytic varieties, and record some of their basic properties.
Let Y be a rigid analytic variety (regarded as an adic space) over k. Let y be
a classical point (defined by a finite extension of k) and F a coherent sheaf on
Y . Let (A,m,M) be the my-adic completion of (OY,y,my,Fy), where my is the
maximal ideal of OY,y. Then A is a noetherian complete local ring with residue
field k(y) = A/m a finite extension of k, and M is a finitely generated A-module.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let Hi
m
(M) denote the usual algebraic local cohomology (see, for
example, [BS98, Ch. 1]). Then there is a canonical morphism
(4.1.2) Hi
m
(M)→ Hi(Y,F).
Proof. For any closed subset Z ⊂ Y , let HiZ(Yan, · ) denote the usual sheaf coho-
mology with support in Z; i.e., the i-th derived functor of
F 7→ ΓZ(Yan,F) := ker
(
Γ(Yan,F)→ Γ((Y − Z)an,F)
)
.
It suffices to construct a canonical morphism
(4.1.3) Hi
m
(M)→ Hi{y}(Yan,F).
For this purpose, we may replace Y with an open affinoid subspace U = Spa(R,R◦)
containing y, because Hi{y}(Yan,F)
∼= Hi{y}(Uan,F|U ). Let N := Γ(Yan,F), which
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is a finite R-module because F is coherent. Let V := Spec(R), which is a noetherian
scheme, and let π : (Y,OY )→ (V,OV ) denote the morphism of ringed spaces. Note
that π−1
(
π(y)
)
= {y}; that OY is flat over π−1(OV ); and that, for the coherent
OV -module N˜ associated with the above N , we have F ∼= OY ⊗π−1(OV )π
−1(N˜). By
[BS98, Thm. 1.3.8 and 4.3.2], the local cohomology for a finitely generated module
over a noetherian local ring is torsion, and hence its formation is compatible with
the formation of completions (with respect to powers of the maximal ideal, as usual).
Hence, by [Har67, Thm. 2.8 and its proof], we have Hi
m
(M) ∼= Hi{π(y)}(V, N˜), and
the desired morphism (4.1.3) is induced by the composition of canonical morphisms
Hi{π(y)}(V, N˜)→ H
i
{y}
(
Yan, π
−1(N˜)
)
→ Hi{y}(Yan,F). 
Now let Y be smooth of pure dimension d, with F = ΩdY the sheaf of top-degree
differentials on Y . Then the A-module M can be identified with the top-degree
continuous Ka¨hler differentials ΩdA/k of A (with its m-adic topology) over k.
Lemma 4.1.4. There is the canonical residue morphism
(4.1.5) resy : H
d
m
(ΩdA/k)→ k.
Proof. By choosing local coordinates of Y near k(y), we have compatible isomor-
phisms A ∼= k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td]] and Ω
d
A/k
∼= k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td]] dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd. Ac-
cordingly, we have (cf. [Har67, Sec. 4, Ex. 3])
Hd
m
(ΩdA/k)
∼=
{∑
α
aαT
α dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd : α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Z
d
<0, aα ∈ k(y)
}
(where the sum is finite), and the desired morphism (4.1.5) is the composition of
the (multiple) residue morphism
∑
α∈Zd<0
aαT
α dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd 7→ a(−1,...,−1) with
the usual trace morphism k(y) → k, which (by the chain rule) is independent of
the choice of coordinates. (When d = 0, our convention is that Hd
m
(ΩdA/k)
∼= k(y)
and that the residue morphism reduces to the identity morphism on k(y).) 
Theorem 4.1.6 (Serre duality). Let Y be a smooth proper rigid analytic variety
over k of pure dimension d. Then there is a unique morphism
(4.1.7) tcoh : H
d(Yan,Ω
d
Y )→ k,
whose pre-composition with (4.1.2), for any classical point y, gives the residue mor-
phism (4.1.5). We call tcoh the trace morphism. Moreover, by pre-composition
with the cup product pairing, it induces the usual Serre duality for coherent coho-
mology, i.e., a perfect pairing
(4.1.8) Hi(Yan,F
•)× Extd−iOY (F
•,ΩdY )→ k,
for each bounded complex F• of coherent OY -modules and each i ∈ Z. As a special
case, we have a perfect pairing
(4.1.9) Hi(Yan,F
•)×Hd−i(Yan,F
•,∨ ⊗OY Ω
d
Y )→ k,
for each bounded complex F• of finite locally free OY -modules and each i ∈ Z, where
F•,∨ denotes the complex whose j-th term is (F−j)
∨
, for each j ∈ Z. In particular,
if Y is geometrically connected, then (4.1.7) is an isomorphism.
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Proof. When F• is concentrated in degree zero, the isomorphism (4.1.8) follows
from [Bey97, Thm. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, Def. 4.2.4, Lem. 4.2.9, and the explicit descrip-
tions in Sec. 1.2, 1.3, and 2.1]. (An earlier construction of the Serre duality for
proper rigid analytic varieties is in [vdP92], but the more explicit descriptions in
[Bey97] allows us to more directly relate the trace morphism there to the residue
morphism (4.1.5) here.) Therefore, by using [Har66, Prop. 7.1 (Lemma on Way-
Out Functors)] as usual, we also have the isomorphism (4.1.8) for each bounded
complex F• of coherent OY -modules, which specializes to the isomorphism (4.1.9)
when F• is a bounded complex of finite locally free OY -modules. 
Let us record the following properties of the trace morphism tcoh for later use.
Lemma 4.1.10. Assume that Y is proper smooth over k, of pure dimension d.
(1) Let f : Y ′ → Y be a morphism of proper smooth rigid analytic varieties
which induces an isomorphism f−1(U) → U for some open dense rigid
analytic subvariety U of Y , then the canonical morphism Hd(Yan,Ω
d
Y ) →
Hd(Y ′an,Ω
d
Y ′) induced by the canonical morphism f
∗(ΩdY ) → Ω
d
Y ′ is an
isomorphism compatible with the trace morphisms of Y and Y ′ as in (4.1.7).
(2) Let ı : Z →֒ Y be a smooth divisor of Y . Then the canonical morphism
Hd−1(Zan,Ω
d−1
Z )→ H
d(Yan,Ω
d
Y ) induced by the adjunction exact sequence
(4.1.11) 0→ ΩdY → Ω
d
Y (Z)→ ı∗(Ω
d−1
Z )→ 0
is compatible with the traces morphisms of Y and Z as in (4.1.7).
Proof. The assertion (1) follows from Theorem 4.1.6 and Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.4,
because we can determine the trace morphisms as in (4.1.7) for Y and Y ′ by choos-
ing sufficiently many y ∈ f−1(U)
∼
→ U , and because the residue morphisms for the
local cohomology of Y and Y ′ at y can be canonically identified with each other.
As for the assertion (2), for each point y ∈ Z ⊂ Y , we may choose local co-
ordinates such that, if (A,m) denotes the completion of (OY,y,my) as in the be-
ginning of this subsection, and if (B, n) denotes the corresponding completion of
(OZ,y,myOZ,y), then we have compatible isomorphisms A ∼= k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td]] and
B ∼= k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td−1]], with maximal ideals m and n generated by T1, . . . , Td
and by T1, . . . , Td−1, respectively, together with the canonical short exact sequence
0→ ΩdA/k →
1
Td
ΩdA/k → Ω
d−1
B/k → 0 induced by (4.1.11), which is given by
0→ k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td]] dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd → k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td]] dT1 ∧ · · · ∧
dTd
Td
→ k(y)[[T1, . . . , Td−1]] dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd−1 → 0
in explicit coordinates. Then the connecting morphism Hd−1
m
(Ωd−1B/k)→ H
d
m
(ΩdA/k)
in the associated long exact sequence is (by an explicit calculation) given by{∑
α
aαT
α dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd−1 : α = (α1, . . . , αd−1) ∈ Z
d−1
<0 , aα ∈ k(y)
}
→
{∑
α
aαT
α dT1 ∧ · · · ∧ dTd : α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Z
d
<0, aα ∈ k(y)
}
: f 7→ f ∧ dTdTd ,
which is compatible with the trace morphisms, by the construction based on (mul-
tiple) residue morphisms in the proof Lemma 4.1.4. 
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By applying the above results to our setting in the beginning of Section 4, we
obtain a trace morphism
(4.1.12) tcoh : H
d(Xan,Ω
d
X)→ k,
as in (4.1.7), which induces by base change from k to K a trace morphism
(4.1.13) tcoh,K : H
d(XK,an,Ω
d
XK )→ K,
which in turn induces the Serre duality for bounded complexes of coherent OXK -
modules (as in Theorem 4.1.6).
4.2. Poincare´ duality for de Rham cohomology.
Theorem 4.2.1. For each Zp-local system L on Xke´t, the composition of the canon-
ical cup product pairing with (4.1.13) induces a perfect pairing
(4.2.2) HiHiggs,⋆-c
(
UK,an,H(L)
)
×H2d−iHiggs,⋆-nc
(
UK,an,H
(
L∨(d)
))
→ K.
Proof. By [LZ17, Thm. 3.8(i)], RH
(
L∨(d)
)
∼=
(
RH(L)(−d)
)∨
as filtered vector
bundles over U . By the definition of RHlog( · ), we have a canonical morphism(
RHlog(L)(−d)
)
⊗OX RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
→ RHlog(Qp) ∼= OX . Since RHlog(L)(−d)
and RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
are filtered vector bundles over X extending RH(L|U )(−d) and
RH
(
(L|U )
∨(d)
)
, respectively, we obtain a canonical injective morphism
(4.2.3) RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
→
(
RHlog(L)(−d)
)∨
of vector bundles over X , which is compatible with the connections with log poles
on both sides, whose cokernel is supported on the boundary D. Moreover, the
filtration on RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
is induced by the one on RH
(
L∨(d)
)
via the canonical
injective morphism RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
→ ∗
(
RH
(
L∨(d)
))
, where  denotes the open
immersion U → X ; and the analogous assertions are true for RHlog(L)(−d) and(
RHlog(L)(−d)
)∨
. Therefore, (4.2.3) is strictly compatible with the filtrations on
both sides, and induces a canonical morphism
(4.2.4) DRlog
(
RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
(−D⋆-nc)
)
→ DRlog
((
RHlog(L)(−d)
)∨
(−D⋆-nc)
)
between the associated log de Rham complexes over X , which is also strictly com-
patible with the filtrations on both sides.
By comparing the residues of the two sides of (4.2.4) using [DLLZb, Thm. 3.2.3(2)
and Prop. 3.4.17], and by the same argument as in the proof of [EV92, Lem. 2.10],
we may factor (4.2.4) as a composition of a series of inclusions E → E ′ of complexes
each of whose cokernel is a two-term complex (in some degrees a and a+ 1)
0→ ΩaDj
(
log(D −Dj)|Dj
)
⊗ODj F → Ω
a
Dj
(
log(D −Dj)|Dj
)
⊗ODj F → 0,
where F is the maximal subsheaf of
((
RHlog(L)(−d)
)∨
(−D⋆-nc)
)
|Dj , for some j, on
which the eigenvalues of residues differ from that of
(
RHlog
(
L∨(d)
)
(−D⋆-nc)
)
|Dj
and hence belong to Q∩(−1, 0) (resp. Q∩(0, 1)) when j ∈ I⋆-c (resp. j ∈ I⋆-nc); and
where the morphism between the two terms is induced by (−1)a times the residue
morphism and hence is an isomorphism. Thus, (4.2.4) is a quasi-isomorphism,
which induces by taking cohomology and taking gr0 a canonical isomorphism
(4.2.5) H2d−iHiggs,⋆-nc
(
UK,an,H
(
L∨(d)
)) ∼
→ H2d−iHiggs,⋆-nc
(
UK,an,H
(
L(−d)
)∨)
.
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Since Ωlog,•X
∼= (Ω
log,d−•
X )
∨
⊗OX
(
ΩdX(D)(d)[−d]
)
and the same is true after base
change, we have an isomorphism of filtered complexes Higgs log
(
Hlog(L)(−D⋆-c)
)
∼=(
Higgs log
((
Hlog(L)(−d)
)∨
(−D⋆-nc)
))∨
⊗
(
ΩdXK (d)[−d]
)
over XK . Hence, we obtain
the desired perfect pairing (4.2.2) by combining (4.2.5) with the duality for bounded
complexes of finite locally free OXK -modules (as in Theorem 4.1.6). 
Since ΩdX
∼= Ω
log,d
X (−D) (which we already used in the above proof) and hence
(4.2.6) H2ddR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
∼= H
d,d
Hodge,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
∼= Hd(Xan,Ω
d
X)
(by Theorem 3.1.10, with L = Zp(d) and with OU (d) denoting the same underlying
OU -module with the trivial Hodge filtration shifted by d), we obtain the following:
Theorem 4.2.7. The trace morphism tcoh as in (4.1.12) induces compatible trace
morphisms
(4.2.8) tdR : H
2d
dR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
→ k
and
(4.2.9) tHodge : H
2d
Hodge,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
→ k.
When d = 0 and X is geometrically connected (i.e., a k-point), the trace morphisms
tdR : H
0
dR(Xan,OX)→ k and tHodge : H
0
Hodge(Xan,OX)→ k are just the canonical
isomorphisms given by H0dR(Xan,OX)
∼= H0Hodge(Xan,OX)
∼= H0(Xan,OX) ∼= k.
For each Zp-local system L on Xke´t such that L|U is de Rham, the composition
of the cup product pairing with (4.2.8) induces a perfect pairing
(4.2.10) HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
×H2d−idR,⋆-nc
(
Uan, DdR
(
L∨(d)
))
→ k,
which is compatible (by taking graded pieces) with the perfect pairing
(4.2.11) Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
×Hd−a,d−bHodge,⋆-nc
(
Uan, DdR
(
L∨(d)
))
→ k
defined by the composition of the cup product pairings with (4.2.9).
Proof. The first two assertions are clear. As for the third one, suppose that L|U
is de Rham. Since K is a field extension of k, we obtain the desired perfect pair-
ing (4.2.11), by Theorem 4.2.1 and the comparison isomorphisms as in (3.5.16).
Since the formation of cup products is compatible with the formation of the E1
pages of the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequences for HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
and
H2d−idR,⋆-nc
(
Uan, DdR
(
L∨(d)
))
, and since these spectral sequences degenerate on the
E1 pages by Theorem 3.1.10, we also obtain the desired perfect pairing (4.2.10). 
Lemma 4.2.12. The formation of tdR in Theorem 4.2.7 is compatible with restric-
tions to open rigid analytic subvarieties of the form U − X0 = X − D − X0 for
some closed rigid analytic subvarieties X0 of X. In particular, it is also compat-
ible with any morphism between proper smooth rigid analytic varieties that is an
isomorphism over some open dense rigid analytic subvariety (e.g., any blowup at
closed rigid analytic subvarieties).
Proof. By using resolution of singularities (as in [BM97]), there exists a proper
morphism π : X ′ → X such that
(
π−1(D)
)
red
(with its canonical reduced closed
subspace structure) is a simple normal crossings divisor, and such that π is an
isomorphism over U ′ = U−X0. Thus, by (4.2.6), it suffices to note that, by Lemma
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4.1.10(1), the canonical morphism Hd(Xan,Ω
d
X) → H
d(X ′an,Ω
d
X′) is compatible
with the trace morphisms for coherent cohomology as in (4.1.12). 
4.3. Excision and Gysin isomorphisms. In order to deduce Poincare´ duality
of (rational) e´tale cohomology from the Poincare´ duality for de Rham and Higgs
cohomology, we shall establish in this subsection some compatibilities between the
comparison isomorphisms and the excision and Gysin isomorphisms defined by
complements of smooth divisors.
Recall that U = X − D with D = ∪j∈I Dj. Let us begin with the excision
isomorphisms between top-degree cohomology.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let Z = Dj0 for some j0 ∈ I, that D
′ := ∪j∈I−{j0}Dj, and that
U ′ := X−D′, so that U = U ′−W for some smooth closed rigid analytic subvariety
W = U ′ ∩ Z of U ′. Let U : U → U ′ and ıW : W → U ′ denote the canonical
open immersions and closed immersions (of underlying adic spaces, without log
structures), respectively. Then we have the excision short exact sequence
(4.3.2) 0→ U,e´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
→ Zp(d)→ ıW,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
→ 0
over U ′K,e´t, which induces an isomorphism
(4.3.3) H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Zp(d)
) ∼
→ H2de´t,c
(
U ′K ,Zp(d)
)
.
By composing such isomorphisms, we have H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Zp(d)
) ∼
→ H2de´t
(
XK ,Zp(d)
)
.
Proof. This is because Hie´t,c
(
WK ,Zp(d)
)
= 0 for i > 2 dim(W ) = 2d − 2 in the
long exact sequence associated with (4.3.2), by Theorem 2.3.5 (which implies the
analogous vanishing result for Zp-local systems, by standard arguments). 
Proposition 4.3.4. With the same setting as in Lemma 4.3.1, the isomorphism
(4.3.3) extends to a commutative diagram
(4.3.5) H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Zp(d)
) ∼
//
 _

H2de´t,c
(
U ′K ,Zp(d)
)
 _

H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Zp(d)
)
⊗Zp BdR
∼
//

H2de´t,c
(
U ′K ,Zp(d)
)
⊗Zp BdR

H2ddR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
⊗k BdR
∼
// H2ddR,c
(
U ′an,OU ′(d)
)
⊗k BdR
H2ddR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
) ∼
//
?
OO
H2ddR,c
(
U ′an,OU ′(d)
)?
OO
Here the fourth row (at the bottom) is the excision isomorphism induced by the long
exact sequence associated with the excision short exact sequence
0→ Ω•X(logD)(−D)→ Ω
•
X(logD
′)(−D′)
→ ıZ,an,∗
(
Ω•Z
(
log(D′|Z)
)
(−D′|Z)
)
→ 0
(4.3.6)
for de Rham complexes over Xan, where ıZ : Z → X denotes the canonical closed
immersion of adic spaces, and where D′|Z := D
′ ∩ Z = ∪j∈I−{j0} (Dj ∩ Z), which
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is an isomorphism because
HidR,c
(
Wan,OW (d)
)
∼= Hi
(
Zan,Ω
•
Z
(
log(D′|Z)
)
(d)
)
= 0
for i > 2 dim(W ) = 2 dim(Z) = 2d− 2. Moreover, this isomorphism at the bottom
row is compatible with the trace morphisms, by Lemma 4.2.12.
Proof. Let X ′ denote the log adic space with the same underlying space as X , but
with the log structure induced by the normal crossings divisor D′ as in [DLLZb,
Ex. 2.1.2]. Let Z be equipped with the log structure induced by D′|Z , so that we
have a canonical closed immersion of log adic spaces ı′Z : Z → X
′. For simplicity,
we shall still write ıZ,an : Zan → Xan instead of ı′Z,an : Zan → X
′
an. Let ε : X → X
′
denote the canonical morphism. Let U : U → X , ′U : U → X
′, U ′ : U
′ → X ′,
and W : W → Z denote the canonical open immersions. Then the short exact
sequence (4.3.2) induces (and is induced by) a short exact sequence
(4.3.7) 0→ ′U,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
→ U ′,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
→ ı′Z,ke´t,∗ W,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
→ 0
over X ′K,ke´t, which induces (4.3.3) and the first row of (4.3.5), and we have
(4.3.8) ′U,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
) ∼
→ Rεke´t,∗ U,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
∼= εke´t,∗ U,ke´t,!
(
Zp(d)
)
,
by Lemma 2.3.3 and Remark 2.4.4.
Let ̟ ∈ K♭+ be such that ̟♯ = p. By Lemma 2.4.6 and [DLLZa, Prop. 5.1.7],
the morphism
′U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
→ U ′,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
(induced by (4.3.7)) is the pushforward of the morphism
(4.3.9) ν−1X′ 
′
U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
→ ν−1X′ U ′,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
over X ′K,proke´t, which admits compatible morphisms to a morphism(
ν−1X′ 
′
U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X′/(p
m, [̟n])
)
→
(
ν−1X′ U ′,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X′/(p
m, [̟n])
)
over X ′K,proke´t, for each m ≥ 1 and each n ≥ 1, and we have(
ν−1X′ 
′
U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X′/(p
m, [̟n])
)
∼
→
(
Rεproke´t,∗ ν
−1
X U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X′/(p
m, [̟n])
)
∼
→ Rεproke´t,∗
(
ν−1X U,ke´t,!
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X/(p
m, [̟n])
))
over X ′K,proke´t, by induction on m and n based on [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.8]. Therefore,
by Lemmas 3.2.13 and 3.3.7, and by taking derived limits and inverting p, we see
that the derived limit of (4.3.9) also admits compatible morphisms to a morphism
(4.3.10) Rεproke´t,∗
(
Ẑp(d)⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR,X
)
→ Ẑp(d)⊗Ẑp B
◦-c
dR,X′ ,
where B⋆-cdR,X and B
◦-c
dR,X′ are as in Definition 3.3.2, with I
⋆-c = I and I◦-c = I−{j0},
respectively. Then (4.3.10) induces the second row of (4.3.5), by Proposition 3.3.4,
which is an isomorphism because the first row is.
Let µ′X : Xproke´tXK → Xan and µ
′
X′ : X
′
proke´tX′
K
→ X ′an
∼= Xan denote the
canonical morphisms of sites, so that Rµ′X,∗
∼= Rµ′X′,∗Rεproke´t,∗. By Proposition
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3.4.6 and the projection formula, by applying Rµ′X′,∗ to (4.3.10), and by Proposition
3.5.7 and Remark 3.5.2, we obtain the canonical morphism
(4.3.11)
(
Ω•X(logD)(−D)(d)
)
⊗̂kBdR →
(
Ω•X(logD
′)(−D′)(d)
)
⊗̂kBdR
of complexes over X . Note that, by construction, this is part of the pullback of
(4.3.6). Therefore, this (4.3.11) in turn induces the third row of (4.3.5), which can
be compatibly identified with the second row by the comparison isomorphisms in
Theorem 3.1.10; and the whole diagram (4.3.5) is commutative, with the fourth
row given by the excision isomorphism for de Rham cohomology, as desired. 
Next, let us consider the Gysin isomorphisms between top-degree cohomology.
Remark 4.3.12. Suppose that I = {j0} is a singleton, so that D = Dj0 is an
irreducible smooth divisor by assumption. Suppose moreover that XK and DK are
connected, in which case X and D are both geometrically connected. Let U : U →
X and ıD : D → X denote the canonical open and closed immersions (of underlying
adic spaces, without log structures). Consider the canonical distinguished triangle
(4.3.13) τ≤0RU,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
→ RU,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
→ τ≥1RU,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
) +1
→
overXK,e´t. By canonically identifying the two truncations in (4.3.13) using [DLLZa,
Lem. 4.6.2], we obtain a canonical distinguished triangle
(4.3.14) Zp(d)→ RU,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
→ ıD,e´t,∗
(
Zp(d− 1)
)
[−1]
+1
→ .
Note that, because of the proof of [DLLZa, Lem. 4.6.2], this is compatible (via
[Hub96, Prop. 2.1.4 and Thm. 3.8.1]) with the algebraic construction in [Fal02,
Sec. 4]. This is also consistent with the results in [Hub96, Sec. 3.9].
Lemma 4.3.15. With the same setting as in Remark 4.3.12, the distinguished
triangle (4.3.14) induces the Gysin isomorphism
(4.3.16) H2d−2e´t
(
DK ,Qp(d− 1)
) ∼
→ H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
.
Proof. Since X and D are geometrically connected, we have H0(Xan,OX) ∼= k and
H0(Dan,OD) ∼= k. Moreover, we have a long exact sequence
0→ H0
(
Xan,OX(−D)
)
→ H0(Xan,OX)→ H
0(Dan,OD)→ · · · ,
which forces H0
(
Xan,OX(−D)
)
= 0 because H0(Xan,OX) → H0(Dan,OD) maps
1 to 1 by definition. This shows that H0dR(Xan,OX)
∼= k, H0dR(Dan,OD)
∼= k, and
H0dR,c(Uan,OU ) = 0. By using the perfect Poincare´ duality pairing (4.2.10), we ob-
tain H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)
∼= k, H2d−2dR
(
Dan,OD(d−1)
)
∼= k, and H2ddR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
=
0. By Theorem 3.1.10, we obtain H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
∼= Qp, H
2d−2
e´t
(
DK ,Qp(d− 1)
)
∼=
Qp, and H
2d
e´t,c
(
UK ,Qp(d)
)
= 0. Now the desired isomorphism (4.3.16) is just a
connecting morphism in the long exact sequence associated with (4.3.14) (and with
p inverted), which is an isomorphism by comparison of dimensions over Qp. 
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Proposition 4.3.17. With the same setting as in Remark 4.3.12 and Lemma
4.3.15, the isomorphism (4.3.16) extends to a commutative diagram
(4.3.18) H2d−2e´t
(
DK ,Qp(d− 1)
) ∼
//
 _

H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
 _

H2d−2e´t
(
DK ,Qp(d− 1)
)
⊗Qp BdR
∼
//

H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
⊗Qp BdR

H2d−2dR
(
Dan,OD(d− 1)
)
⊗k BdR
∼
// H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)
⊗k BdR
H2d−2dR
(
Dan,OD(d− 1)
) ∼
//
?
OO
H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)?
OO
Here the fourth row (at the bottom) is the Gysin isomorphism induced by the long
exact sequence associated with the adjunction exact sequence
(4.3.19) 0→ Ω•X(d)→ Ω
•
X(logD)(d)→ ıD,an,∗
(
Ω•D(d− 1)
)
[−1]→ 0
for de Rham complexes over Xan, which is an isomorphism, as explained in the proof
of Lemma 4.3.15, because H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)
∼= k, H2d−2dR
(
Dan,OD(d−1)
)
∼= k, and
H2ddR,c
(
Uan,OU (d)
)
∼= H2d
(
Xan,Ω
•
X(log d)(d)
)
= 0. Moreover, this isomorphism at
the bottom row is compatible with the trace morphisms.
Proof. Let X× denote the log adic space with the same underlying space as X , but
equipped with the trivial log structure. On the contrary, let D∂ := X∂{j0}, as in
Section 2.1, and let D be equipped with the trivial log structure. Let U : U → X ,
×U : U → X
×, ı∂D : D
∂ → X , ıD : D → X×, ε : X → X×, ε∂D : D
∂ → D denote the
canonical morphisms of log adic spaces. Since
R×U,ke´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
∼= Rεke´t,∗RU,ke´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
∼= Rεke´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
and
ıD,ke´t,∗Rε
∂
D,ke´t,∗
(
Zp(d− 1)
)
∼= Rεke´t,∗ ı
∂
D,ke´t,∗
(
Zp(d− 1)
)
,
by [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.4, Thm. 4.6.1, and Cor. 6.3.4], (4.3.14) induces (and is induced
by) a distinguished triangle
(4.3.20) Zp(d)→ Rεke´t,∗
(
Zp(d)
)
→ ıD,ke´t,∗
(
Zp(d− 1)
)
[−1]
+1
→
over X×K,ke´t
∼= XK,e´t, which induces (4.3.16) and the first row of (4.3.18). Let
̟ ∈ K♭+ be such that ̟♯ = p. By [DLLZa, Prop. 5.1.7], the distinguished triangle
(Z/pm)(d)→ Rεke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
→ ıD,ke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d− 1)
)
[−1]
+1
→
(induced by (4.3.20)) is the pushforward of the distinguished triangle
ν−1X×
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
→ ν−1X× Rεke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d)
)
→ ν−1X× ıD,ke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d− 1)
)
[−1]
+1
→
(4.3.21)
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over X×K,proke´t, which admits a morphism to the distinguished triangle(
ν−1X×
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X×/(p
m, [̟n])
)
→
(
ν−1X× Rεke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d)
))
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X×/(p
m, [̟n])
)
→
(
ν−1X× ıD,ke´t,∗
(
(Z/pm)(d− 1)
)
[−1]
)
⊗Ẑp
(
Ainf,X×/(p
m, [̟n])
) +1
→
over X×K,proke´t, for each m ≥ 1 and each n ≥ 1. Therefore, by induction on m
and n based on [DLLZa, Lem. 4.5.8 and 4.5.7], and by taking derived limits and
inverting p, we see that the derived limit of (4.3.21) also admits a morphism to a
distinguished triangle
(
Ẑp(d)
)
⊗Ẑp BdR,X× → εproke´t,∗
((
Ẑp(d)
)
⊗Ẑp BdR,X
)
→
ıD,proke´t,∗
((
Ẑp(d− 1)
)
[−1]⊗Ẑp BdR,D
)
+1
→
(4.3.22)
over X×K,proke´t. Then (4.3.22) induces the second row of (4.3.18), by Proposition
3.3.4 (or [Sch13a, Thm. 8.4]), which is an isomorphism because the first row is.
Let µ′X : Xproke´t/XK → Xan and µ
′
X× : X
×
proke´t/X×
K
→ X×an
∼= Xan denote the
canonical morphisms of sites, so that µ′X = µ
′
X× ◦ εproke´t,∗. By Proposition 3.4.6
and the projection formula, by applying Rµ′X× to (4.3.22), and by Proposition 3.5.7
and Remark 3.5.2, we obtain a distinguished triangle(
Ω•X(d)
)
⊗̂kBdR →
(
Ω•X(logD)(d)
)
⊗̂kBdR →(
ıD,an,∗
(
Ω•D(d− 1)
)
[−1]
)
⊗̂kBdR
+1
→
(4.3.23)
of complexes over X× ∼= X , and we have(
ıD,an,∗
(
Ω•D(d− 1)
)
[−1]
)
⊗̂kBdR
∼
→ ıD,∗
((
Ω•D(d− 1)
)
⊗̂kBdR
)
[−1].
This (4.3.23) induces the third row of (4.3.18), which can be compatibly identified
with the second row by the comparison isomorphisms in Theorem 3.1.10 (or rather
[Sch13a, Thm. 8.4]).
We claim that (4.3.23) is canonically isomorphic to the pullback of (4.3.19). It
is clear that the first morphism in (4.3.23) is the canonical one and hence coincides
with the pullback of the first morphism in (4.3.19). As for the second morphism,
it suffices to show that it induces the pullback to D of the canonical morphism
ı∗D
(
Ω•X(logD)(d)
)
→ Ω•D(d − 1)[−1] induced by adjunction. Once this is known,
the third morphism must be zero, and the claim would follow.
We shall first show this locally, by adapting the arguments in [DLLZb, Sec. 3.3].
Suppose that X = Spa(R,R+) is affinoid and admits a strictly e´tale morphism
X → E := Tn−1 × D := Spa(k〈T±11 , . . . , T
±1
n−1, Tn〉, k
+〈T±11 , . . . , T
±1
n−1, Tn〉),
and that the underlying adic space D is the pullback of {Tn = 0}, in which case
D = Spa(R,R
+
) with R := R/(Tn). Take finite extensions km of k in k such that
km contains all m-th roots of unity in k, for each m ≥ 1, and such that k = ∪m km.
For each m ≥ 1, let
Em := T
n−1
m × Dm := Spa(km〈T
± 1
m
1 , . . . , T
± 1
m
n−1 , T
1
m
n 〉, k
+
m〈T
± 1
m
1 , . . . , T
± 1
m
n−1 , T
1
m
n 〉),
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and let Xm := X ×E Em and D∂m := D
∂ ×E Em. Then X˜ := lim←−m
Xm → XK
and D˜∂ := lim
←−m
D∂m → D
∂
K are Galois pro-Kummer e´tale covers with Galois group
Γgeom ∼= (Ẑ(1))
n, and we have D˜∂ ∼= X˜ ×X D
∂ . Similarly, we have a strictly
e´tale morphism D → Tn−1 (compatible with the above D∂ → E = Tn−1 × D),
with Kummer e´tale covers Tn−1m → T
n−1 inducing Dm := X ×Dn−1 D
n−1
m , and
with a Galois pro-Kummer e´tale cover D˜ := lim←−mDm → DK with Galois group
Γgeom ∼= (Ẑ(1))n−1. As explained in [DLLZa, Sec. 6.1], X˜ and D˜ are log affinoid
perfectoid objects in Xproke´t and Dproke´t, respectively. By [DLLZa, Lem. 5.3.7],
D˜∂ is also a log affinoid perfectoid object of D∂proke´t. By construction, the induced
morphism D˜∂ → D˜ is Galois with Galois group
Γ∂ := ker(Γgeom → Γgeom) ∼= Ẑ(1).
Let γj ∈ Γgeom be topological generators such that γj T
1
m
j′ = ζ
δjj′
m T
1
m
j′ , as in [DLLZb,
(3.3.6)], for all j, j′ = 1, . . . , n, so that Γgeom (resp. Γ
∂) is topologically generated
by γ1, . . . , γn−1 (resp. γn). Note that such choices of topological generators forces
a choice of an isomorphism Ẑ(1) ∼= Ẑ, which we will use to trivialize all powers of
Ẑ(1) in the following. Therefore, the pushforwards along the canonical morphisms
of sites ν′X : Xproke´t/XK → Xe´t, ν
′
D∂ : D
∂
proke´t/D∂
K
→ D∂e´t
∼= De´t, ε∂DK ,proke´t,∗ :
D∂proke´t/D∂K
→ Dproke´t/DK , and ν
′
D : Dproke´t/DK → De´t, when computed using the
Cˇech cohomology of the pro-Kummer e´tale covers X˜∂ → X , D˜∂ → D∂ , D˜∂ → D˜,
and D˜ → D, correspond to the group cohomology of Γgeom, Γgeom, Γ∂ , and Γgeom,
respectively. Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 3.5.7, by the same arguments as
in the proofs of [LZ17, Thm. 2.1(iii)] and [DLLZb, Prop. 3.3.3], we may compute
ı∗D
(
Ω•X(logD)(d)
)
by working with ν′D∂ instead of ν
′
X .
As usual, the group cohomology of Γ∂ for a topological Γ∂-module L can be
computed by the two-term complex L
γn−1
→ L. In particular,
(
ε∂DK ,proke´t,∗(Ẑp)
)
(D˜)
can be represented by the complex Ẑp
γn−1
→ Ẑp, where γn−1 acts by zero and hence
the complex just splits (cf. [DLLZb, Lem. 4.5.4]); and the pullback of the second
morphism in (4.3.20) corresponds to the canonical morphism
[Ẑp
0
→ Ẑp]→ Ẑp[−1]
given by the identity morphisms on Ẑp[−1]. In a consistent way, by Lemma 2.5.7
and [DLLZb, Cor. 2.3.17], the pullback of second morphism of (4.3.22) induces the
canonical morphism
td[B+,∂
dR,D∂
(D˜∂)
γn−1
→ B+,∂
dR,D∂
(D˜∂)]→ td−1B+dR,D(D˜)[−1],
which is quasi-isomorphic to the canonical morphism
td[B+,∂
dR,D∂
(D˜∂){W1, . . . ,Wn} ⊗R Ω
log,•
D∂
(D)
γn−1
→ B+,∂
dR,D∂
(D˜∂){W1, . . . ,Wn} ⊗R Ω
log,•
D∂
(D)]
→ td−1B+dR,D(D˜){W1, . . . ,Wn−1} ⊗R Ω
•
D(D)[−1],
where Ω•D(D)
∼= ⊕n−1j=1 (RdTj) and Ω
log,•
D∂
(D) ∼= Ω•D(D)⊕(R
dTn
Tn
) ∼= Ω
log,•
X (X)⊗RR,
and where the connection of B+,∂
dR,D∂
(D˜∂){W1, . . . ,Wn} ⊗R Ω
log,•
D∂
(D) maps Wj to
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t−1
dTj
Tj
, for each j, by [DLLZb, (2.4.4)]. Thus, after taking the group cohomology
of Γgeom, the last morphism induces the canonical morphism
Ωlog,•
D∂
(d)(D)⊗̂kBdR → Ω
•
D(d− 1)(D)[−1]⊗̂kBdR
extracting the factor dTnTn , which is exactly the same morphism defined by the pull-
back of the adjunction morphism ı∗D
(
Ω•X(logD)(d)
)
→ Ω•D(d − 1)[−1]. Since all
the above identifications are canonical, they globalize and the claim follows.
Thus, the whole diagram (4.3.18) is commutative, with the fourth row given
by the Gysin isomorphism for de Rham cohomology, which is compatible with the
trace morphisms (for de Rham cohomology) by Lemma 4.1.10(2), as desired. 
4.4. Poincare´ duality for e´tale cohomology.
Theorem 4.4.1. There exists a unique morphism
(4.4.2) te´t : H
2d
e´t,c
(
UK ,Qp(d)
)
→ Qp,
which we shall call the trace morphism, satisfying the following requirements:
(1) The formation of te´t is compatible with restrictions to open rigid analytic
subvarieties of the form U − Z = X − D − Z for some closed rigid ana-
lytic subvarieties Z of X. (Such open rigid analytic subvarieties are allowed
in our setting by resolution of singularities, as in [BM97], by the indepen-
dence of the choice of compactifications in the definition of cohomology with
compact support, based on Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.4.3, and on Remark 2.4.4.)
(2) Suppose that UK is connected. Then te´t and tdR are both isomorphisms,
and the comparison isomorphism
H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Qp(d)
)
⊗Qp BdR
∼= H2ddR,c
(
U,OU (d)
)
⊗k BdR
(see Theorem 3.1.10) maps
(
t−1e´t (1)
)
⊗ 1 to
(
t−1dR(1)
)
⊗ 1. Consequently,
the formation of te´t is compatible with the replacement of k with a finite
extension in k and with the Gysin isomorphism in the top row of (4.3.18)
(by Proposition 4.3.17, because the formation of tdR is compatible with the
Gysin isomorphism in the bottom row of (4.3.18)); and te´t is the trivial
isomorphism H0e´t(UK ,Qp)
∼= Qp when d = dim(U) = dim(X) = 0.
Moreover, such a morphism (4.4.2) satisfies the following properties:
(3) By pre-composition with the canonical cup product pairing, te´t induces a
perfect pairing
(4.4.3) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp,
for each Zp-local system L on Xke´t (even when L|U is not de Rham).
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(4) When L|U is de Rham, we also have a commutative diagram
(4.4.4)
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)
∼
//
 _

HomQp
(
H2d−ie´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
,Qp
)
 _

Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)⊗Qp BdR
∼
//
≀

HomQp
(
H2d−ie´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
, BdR
)
≀

HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(LQp)
)
⊗k BdR
∼
// Homk
(
H2d−idR,⋆-nc
(
Uan, DdR
(
L∨Qp(d)
))
, BdR
)
HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(LQp)
) ∼
//
?
OO
Homk
(
H2d−idR,⋆-nc
(
Uan, DdR
(
L∨Qp(d)
))
, k
)?
OO
in which the top (resp. bottom) two rows are induced by te´t (resp. tdR).
Proof. For our purpose, we may replace k with a finite extension over which the
connected components of X are geometrically connected, and replace X with its
geometric connected components. Then we may assume that X is geometrically
connected. (Then the trace morphism to be constructed will be isomorphisms.) We
may also assume that X contains a k-point Spa(k, k+) ∼= Z →֒ X . Let us proceed
by induction on d = dim(U) = dim(X).
If d = 0, then UK is a single K-point, and H
0
e´t,c(UK ,Qp)
∼= H0e´t(XK ,Qp) has
a canonical element given by the identity section, which defines the trace isomor-
phism te´t : H
0
e´t,c(UK ,Qp)
∼
→ Qp. The same identity section induces the iden-
tity section of H0(XK,proke´t,BdR), which is also induced by the identity section
of H0dR(Xan,OX)
∼= H0(Xan,OX). Hence, te´t satisfies the requirement (2). It is
straightforward that it also satisfies (1), (3), and (4).
If d > 0, we first construct a trace morphism te´t : H
2d
e´t,c
(
UK ,Qp(d)
)
→ Qp
satisfying the requirement (2). By Lemma 4.2.12 and Proposition 4.3.4, we are
reduced to the case where U = X and D = ∅. Let Y denote the blowup of X
along the k-point Z, and let E denote the exceptional divisor. Since Z is a k-point,
both Y and E are smooth and geometrically connected. (Since Y is e´tale locally
isomorphic to Dnk for some n, this can be seen by an explicit local construction.)
Then we have a commutative diagram of canonical morphisms
H2de´t,c
(
(X − Z)K ,Zp(d)
)
≀

∼
// H2de´t,c
(
(Y − E)K ,Zp(d)
)
≀

H2de´t
(
XK ,Zp(d)
)
// H2de´t
(
YK ,Zp(d)
)
in which the two vertical morphisms are isomorphisms because Hie´t
(
ZK ,Zp(d)
)
and
Hie´t
(
EK ,Zp(d)
)
are zero for i > 2d− 2, since both Z and E are proper smooth of
dimensions no greater than d− 1, forcing the bottom row in the diagram to be also
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an isomorphism. Then we have a commutative diagram of canonical morphisms
(4.4.5) H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
 _

∼
// H2de´t
(
YK ,Qp(d)
)
 _

H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
⊗Qp BdR
≀

∼
// H2de´t
(
YK ,Qp(d)
)
⊗Qp BdR
≀

H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)
⊗k BdR
∼
// H2ddR
(
Yan,OY (d)
)
⊗k BdR
H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)?
OO
∼
// H2ddR
(
Yan,OY (d)
)?
OO
in which the bottom row is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.2.12, and in which the
middle square is commutative because both of the middle two rows are induced by
the canonical morphism
H2d
(
XK,proke´t,
(
Ẑp(d)
)
⊗Ẑp BdR,X
)
→ H2d
(
YK,proke´t,
(
Ẑp(d)
)
⊗Ẑp BdR,Y
)
.
In order to construct te´t : H
2d
e´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
) ∼
→ Qp satisfying the requirement (2), it
suffices to show that
(
t−1dR(1)
)
⊗ 1 ∈ H2ddR
(
Xan,OX(d)
)
⊗k BdR lies in the image of
H2de´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
)
, in which case we can define t−1e´t (1) to be the preimage of
(
t−1dR(1)
)
⊗
1. (Note that this does not involve the choice of Z, and the compatibility with the
replacement of k with a finite extension in k is clear.) By using the commutative
diagrams (4.4.5) and (4.3.18), it suffices to note that, by the induction hypothesis,
the analogous assertion holds for
(
t−1dR(1)
)
⊗ 1 ∈ H2d−2dR
(
Ean,OE(d− 1)
)
⊗k BdR.
Such a te´t : H
2d
e´t
(
XK ,Qp(d)
) ∼
→ Qp satisfies the requirement (1) because, in the
setting of Lemma 4.2.12, we can choose to blowup at some k-point Z of U ′ ⊂ U
(which exists up to replacing k with a finite extension in k), so that we have canon-
ical isomorphisms H2de´t,c
(
U ′K ,Qp(d)
)
∼= H2de´t,c
(
XK ,Qp(d)
) ∼
→ H2de´t,c
(
X ′K ,Qp(d)
)
∼=
H2de´t,c
(
U ′K ,Qp(d)
)
because they are all isomorphic to H2d−2e´t
(
EK ,Qp(d − 1)
)
via
compatible canonical morphisms, and these canonical isomorphisms extend to a
commutative diagram (as in (4.4.5) and (4.3.18)) involving also their de Rham
counterparts and their tensor products with BdR.
Finally, let us verify the properties (3) and (4). Since K is a field extension of Qp,
and since the duality pairings are defined by composition with cup product pair-
ings, which are compatible with Higgs comparison isomorphisms as in (3.1.12), the
desired perfect pairing (4.4.3) for e´tale cohomology follows from the perfect pairing
(4.2.2) for Higgs cohomology. When L|U is de Rham, again since the duality pair-
ings are defined by composition with cup product pairings, and since the de Rham
comparison isomorphisms are compatible with the Higgs ones by construction, we
have the desired commutative diagram (4.4.4), in which the middle square is com-
mutative because both of the middle two rows are induced by the same cup product
pairing Hi(XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR,X) ⊗BdR H
2d−i
(
XK,proke´t,
(
L̂∨(d)
)
⊗Ẑp B
⋆-nc
dR,X
)
→
H2d
(
XK,proke´t,
(
Ẑp(d)
)
⊗Ẑp B
c
dR,X
)
, where BcdR,X is the analogue of B
⋆-c
dR,X when
I⋆-c is replaced with I. (See Definition 3.3.2. Note that, since I = I⋆-c ∪ I⋆-nc, the
multiplication morphism B⋆-cdR,X ⊗Ẑp B
⋆-nc
dR,X → BdR,X factors through B
c
dR,X .) 
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4.5. De Rham comparison for generalized interior cohomology.
Definition 4.5.1. For any I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, we consider the generalized interior
cohomology (cf. Definitions 2.4.2 and 3.1.1)
(4.5.2) Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,L) := Im
(
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)→ H
i
e´t,◦-c(UK ,L)
)
HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
:= Im
(
HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
→ HidR,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
,
(4.5.3)
and
Ha,i−aHodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
:= Im
(
Ha,i−aHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
→ Ha,i−aHodge,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
,
(4.5.4)
for all i ≥ 0 and a ∈ Z. When I⋆-c = I and I◦-c = ∅, we shall denote the objects
with subscripts “int” instead of “⋆-c→ ◦-c”, and call them the interior cohomology.
Lemma 4.5.5. Suppose that I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I. The Poincare´ duality pairings
(4.5.6) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp
and
(4.5.7) Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp
induce the same pairing
(4.5.8) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp
(which is defined because I⋆-c ∪ I◦-nc = I under the condition I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c). Con-
sequently, if x⋆-c ∈ Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp) is mapped to x◦-c ∈ H
i
e´t,◦-c(UK ,LQp), and if
y◦-nc ∈ H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
is mapped to y◦-c ∈ H
2d−i
e´t,◦-c
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
, then we have
〈x⋆-c, y⋆-nc〉 = 〈x⋆-c, y◦-nc〉 = 〈x◦-c, y◦-nc〉.
The analogous assertion for the Poincare´ duality pairings on the de Rham coho-
mology of DdR(L) and DdR
(
L∨(d)
)
is also true.
Proof. This is because the pairings (4.5.6) and (4.5.7) are both compatible with the
cup product pairing Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp) × H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
→ H2de´t,c
(
UK ,Qp(d)
)
inducing (4.5.8). (The assertion for de Rham cohomology is similar.) 
Proposition 4.5.9. For any I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, the Poincare´ duality pairing (4.5.6)
(based on (4.4.3)) induces a canonical prefect pairing
(4.5.10) Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc→⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp,
which we also call the Poincare´ duality pairing, by setting
(4.5.11) 〈x, y〉 = 〈x˜, y〉
for x ∈ Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,LQp) and y ∈ H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc→⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
, if x is the image
of some x˜ ∈ Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp). When I
⋆-c = I and I◦-c = ∅, in which case I⋆-nc = ∅
and I◦-nc = I, this defines the Poincare´ duality pairing
(4.5.12) Hie´t,int(UK ,LQp)×H
2d−i
e´t,int
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp(d)
)
→ Qp
for interior cohomology. This pairing (4.5.10) is well defined. When L|U is de
Rham, the analogous assertion for the Poincare´ duality pairings on the de Rham
cohomology of DdR(L) and DdR
(
L∨(d)
)
is also true.
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Proof. To show that the pairing (4.5.10) is well defined, suppose x is lifted to
another element x˜′ ∈ Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp). By definition, y is the image of some
y˜ ∈ H2d−ie´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
. Then we have 〈x˜ − x˜′, y〉 = 〈0, y˜〉 = 0, by Lemma 4.5.5,
showing that we still have 〈x˜, y〉 = 〈x˜′, y〉.
To show that the pairing (4.5.10) is perfect, let {e1, . . . , er} be any Qp-basis
of Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,LQp), which can be extended to some Qp-basis {e1, ..., es} of
Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,LQp). Let {f˜1, . . . , f˜s} denote the dual Qp-basis of H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
under the perfect pairing (4.5.6). For each j = 1, . . . , s, let fj denote the image of
f˜j in H
2d−i
e´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
. For each j = 1, . . . , r, let e˜j denote some element of
Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp) lifting ej . For each j = r+1, . . . , s, if fj 6= 0, then there exists some
e˜ in Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp), with image e in H
i
e´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,LQp), such that 1 = 〈e˜, fj〉,
by the perfectness of (4.5.6). But this contradicts 〈e˜, fj〉 = 〈e, f˜j〉 = 0, and hence
fj = 0 for all j > r. If
∑r
i=1 aifi = 0 in H
2d−i
e´t,⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
, then ai = 0 for all i,
because
∑r
i=1 a
2
i = 〈
∑r
i=1 aiei,
∑r
i=1 aif˜i〉 = 〈
∑r
i=1 aie˜i,
∑r
i=1 aifi〉 = 0. It follows
that {f1, . . . , fr} is a Qp-basis of H
2d−i
e´t,◦-nc→⋆-nc
(
UK ,L
∨
Qp
(d)
)
, which is dual to the
Qp-basis {e1, . . . , er} of Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,LQp) under the induced pairing (4.5.10), as
desired. (The assertion for de Rham cohomology is similar.) 
Lemma 4.5.13. Let (F1,Fil
•
F1) and (F2,Fil
•
F2) be two filtered vector spaces (over
some fixed base field, which we shall omit), with a map F1 → F2 compatible
with filtrations such that F3 := Im(F1 → F2) is finite-dimensional. Suppose that
dim
(
Im(grF1 → grF2)
)
= dim(F3). Then Fil
•
F1 and Fil
•
F2 are strictly compatible
in the sense that Im(Fil•F1 → F3) and Fil
•
F3 := Fil
•
F2 ∩ F3 coincide as filtrations on
F3, and we have an induced isomorphism Im(grF1 → grF2)
∼
→ grF3 .
Proof. For each a ∈ Z, the map graF1 = Fil
a
F1/Fil
a+1
F1
→ graF2 = Fil
a
F2/Fil
a+1
F2
fac-
tors through graF3 = Fil
a
F3/Fil
a+1
F3
with image Im(FilaF1 → F3)/Fil
a+1
F3
. Hence, the
assumption that dim
(
Im(grF1 → grF2)
)
= dim(F3) = dim(grF3) implies the strict
compatibility Im(Fil•F1 → F3) = Fil
•
F3 and induces Im(grF1 → grF2)
∼
→ grF3 . 
Theorem 4.5.14. When L|U is de Rham, the comparison isomorphisms in The-
orem 3.1.10 are compatible with the canonical morphisms induced by any inclusions
I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, and hence with the comparison isomorphisms in [DLLZb, Thm.
3.2.7(3)] (corresponding to I◦-c = ∅; cf. the notation in Definition 3.1.1), in the
sense that we have Gal(k/k)-equivariant commutative diagrams
(4.5.15) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp BdR
∼
//

HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR

Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp BdR
∼
// HidR,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
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and
(4.5.16) Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼
//

⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k K(−a)
)

Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼
// ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k K(−a)
)
of canonical morphisms, which are compatible with the Hodge–de Rham spectral se-
quences, for each integer i ≥ 0. Hence, we have Gal(k/k)-equivariant isomorphisms
(4.5.17) Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp BdR
∼
→ HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
and
(4.5.18)
Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(UK ,L)⊗Zp K
∼
→ ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
⊗k K(−a)
)
which are compatible with the prefect Poincare´ duality pairings on both sides. More-
over, the Hodge filtrations on HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
and HidR,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
are
strictly compatible in the sense (as in Lemma 4.5.13) that they induce the same
filtration on HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
, which we shall still call the Hodge filtra-
tion, and we have a canonical graded isomorphism
(4.5.19) grHidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
∼= ⊕a+b=iH
a,b
Hodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
,
(matching graHidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
with Ha,i−aHodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
).
Proof. We have the commutative diagram (4.5.15) because, by Proposition 3.3.4
and the proof of Theorem 3.1.10, the morphism in both columns can be identified
with the morphism
Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
⋆-c
dR
)
→ Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp B
◦-c
dR
)
induced by the canonical morphism B⋆-cdR → B
◦-c
dR (which exists by the very con-
struction of these sheaves in Definition 3.3.2). Similarly, we have the commutative
diagram (4.5.16) because, also by Proposition 3.3.4 and the proof of Theorem 3.1.10,
the morphism in both columns can be identified with the morphism
Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
⋆-c
XK,proke´t
)
→ Hi
(
XK,proke´t, L̂⊗Ẑp Ô
◦-c
XK,proke´t
)
induced by the canonical morphism Ô⋆-cXK,proke´t → Ô
◦-c
XK,proke´t
. The commutative
diagrams (4.5.15) and (4.5.16) are compatible with the Hodge–de Rham spectral
sequences by Lemma 3.4.6(4), and the resulted comparison isomorphisms (4.5.17)
and (4.5.18) are compatible with the Poincare´ duality pairings on generalized inte-
rior cohomology because they are induced by comparison isomorphisms respecting
the original Poincare´ duality pairings. Since the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequences
for HidR,⋆-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
and HidR,◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
)
degenerate on the E1 pages by
Theorem 3.1.10, and since (4.5.17) and (4.5.18) imply that∑
a+b=i
dimk
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
= dimQp
(
Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c
(
UK ,L
))
= dimk
(
HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
Uan, DdR(L)
))
,
the last assertion of the proposition follows from Lemma 4.5.13. 
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Corollary 4.5.20. Let I+arith be as in Lemma 3.5.24, and let I
◦-c be as in (3.5.27).
Then we have a canonical isomorphism Hie´t,⋆-c(UK ,LQp)
∼= Hie´t,◦-c(UK ,LQp), for
each i ≥ 0 and each a ∈ Z, which is compatible with (3.5.28) and (3.5.29) via the
comparison isomorphisms as in (3.1.13) and (3.1.14).
Proof. We may assume that I◦-c = I⋆-c − I+arith ⊂ I
⋆-c, as in the proof of Corollary
3.5.26. Since BdR is a field extension of Qp, and since we have compatible canonical
isomorphisms Hie´t,?(UK ,L)⊗ZpBdR
∼= Hie´t,?(UK ,LQp)⊗QpBdR, for ? = ⋆-c and ◦-c,
this corollary follows from Theorem 4.5.14, Lemma 3.5.24, and Corollary 3.5.26. 
5. Comparison theorems for smooth algebraic varieties
In this section, we let U denote a smooth algebraic variety over a finite extension
k of Qp. Since char(k) = 0, by [Nag62, Hir64a, Hir64b], there exists a smooth
compactification X of U such that the boundary D = X − U (with its reduced
subscheme structure) is a normal crossings divisor, and we may assume that the
intersections of the irreducible components of D are all smooth. We shall denote
the analytification of these schemes, viewed as adic spaces over Spa(k,Ok), by
a superscript “an”, as usual. Then the analytifications of U , X , and D satisfy
the same setup as in Section 2.1, and we shall inherit most of the notation from
there, the main difference being that objects and morphisms with no superscript
“an” (resp. with superscripts “an”) are the algebraic (resp. analytic) ones. For any
I⋆ ⊂ I, we shall also consider D⋆-c := ∪j∈I⋆ Dj and D
⋆-nc := ∪j∈I−I⋆ Dj (with
their canonical reduced closed subscheme structures), and the objects they define.
As in [DLLZb, Sec. 4.1], for each Zp-local system L on Ue´t, we denote by L
an its
analytification on Uane´t as usual, and we write L
an
:= anke´t,∗(L
an) ∼= Ranke´t,∗(L
an),
which is a Zp-local system on X
an
ke´t. We also consider 
⋆-c
e´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L) (resp.
⋆-c,ane´t,! R
an
⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an)) on Xe´t (resp. X
an
e´t ), and define
Hie´t,⋆-c
(
Uk,L/p
m
)
:= Hi
(
Xk,ke´t, 
⋆-c
ke´t,!(L/p
m)
)
∼= Hi
(
Xk,e´t, 
⋆-c
e´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)
∼= Hic
(
U⋆-c
k,e´t
, R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)
and
Hie´t,⋆-c(Uk,L) := lim←−
m
Hi⋆-c(Uk,e´t,L/p
m)
(cf. Definitions 2.3.2 and 2.4.2, Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.4.3, and Remark 2.4.4).
Lemma 5.1. There are canonical isomorphisms(
⋆-ce´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L)
)an ∼= (lim←−
m
⋆-ce´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)an
∼= lim←−
m
⋆-c,ane´t,! R
an
⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an/pm) ∼= 
⋆-c,an
e´t,! R
an
⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an)
∼= lim←−
m
Rεe´t,∗ 
⋆-c,an
ke´t,! (L
an
/pm) ∼= Rεe´t,∗ 
⋆-c,an
ke´t,! (L
an
).
(5.2)
For all i ≥ 0, we have
Hie´t,⋆-c(Uk,L) = lim←−
m
Hie´t,⋆-c(Uk,L/p
m)
∼= Hie´t,⋆-c(U
an
k
,L) ∼= lim←−
m
Hie´t,⋆-c(U
an
k
,Lan/pm)
(5.3)
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(see Definition 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.3), which can be identified with
Hi
(
Xk,e´t, 
⋆-c
e´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L)
)
:= lim
←−
m
Hi
(
Xk,e´t, 
⋆-c
e´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)
∼= Hi
(
Xan
k,e´t
, ⋆-c,ane´t,! R
an
⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an)
)
∼= lim←−
m
Hi
(
Xan
k,e´t
, ⋆-c,ane´t,! R
an
⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an/pm)
)
∼= Hi
(
Xan
k,ke´t
, ⋆-c,anke´t,! (L
an
)
)
∼= lim←−
m
Hi
(
Xan
k,ke´t
, ⋆-c,anke´t,! (L
an
/pm)
)
(see Lemma 2.3.3). For any I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, the isomorphisms in (5.2) and (5.3) are
compatible with the canonical morphisms from the analogous objects with subscripts
“c” to those with subscripts “⋆-c”; from those with subscripts “⋆-c” to those with
subscripts “◦-c”; and from those with subscripts “◦-c” to those without any of these
subscripts (cf. Remark 2.4.5).
Proof. These are based on the various definitions and Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.4.3, and
the compatible isomorphisms
(
⋆-ce´t,!R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)an ∼= ⋆-c,ane´t,! Ran⋆-c,e´t,∗(Lan/pm)
and Hic
(
U⋆-c
k,e´t
, R⋆-c,e´t,∗(L/p
m)
)
∼= Hic
(
U⋆-c,an
k,e´t
, Ran⋆-c,e´t,∗(L
an/pm)
)
, for all m ≥ 1,
by [Hub96, Prop. 2.1.4, and Thm. 3.8.1 and 5.7.2]. 
Lemma 5.4. The usual (algebraic) trace morphism tdR : H
2d
dR,c
(
U,OU (d)
)
→ k
is compatible with the (analytic) trace morphism tandR : H
2d
dR,c
(
Uanan ,OUan(d)
)
→ k
defined in Theorem 4.2.7 via GAGA [Ko¨p74]. Similarly, the usual (algebraic) trace
morphism te´t : H
2d
e´t,c
(
Uk,Qp(d)
)
→ Qp is compatible with the (analytic) trace mor-
phism tane´t : H
2d
e´t,c
(
Uan
k
,Qp(d)
)
→ Qp defined in Theorem 4.4.1 under the canonical
isomorphisms given by Lemma 5.1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.12, Theorem 4.4.1(1), and the corresponding facts for al-
gebraic trace morphisms, up to replacing k with a finite extension in k, we may
assume that UK = XK is connected. By the compatibility with Gysin isomor-
phisms in Proposition 4.3.17 and Theorem 4.4.1(2), by the corresponding facts for
algebraic trace morphisms, and by considering smooth divisors defined by blow-
ing up k-points (which exists up to further replacing k with a finite extension in
k) as in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1, we can proceed by induction and reduce to
the case where XK is just a single K-point. In this case, the algebraic and ana-
lytic trace isomorphisms for de Rham cohomology are the canonical isomorphisms
H0(X,OX) ∼= k and H0(Xan,OXan) ∼= k, respectively, which are compatible via
the canonical morphism H0(X,OX) → H0(Xan,OXan). Also, the algebraic and
analytic trace isomorphisms for e´tale cohomology are the canonical isomorphisms
H0e´t(XK ,Qp)
∼= Qp and H
0
e´t(X
an
K ,Qp)
∼= Qp, respectively, which are compatible via
the canonical morphism H0e´t(XK ,Qp)→ H
0
e´t(X
an
K ,Qp), as desired. 
Theorem 5.5. We have canonical Gal(k/k)-equivariant filtered isomorphisms
(5.6) Hie´t,⋆-c(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
and
(5.7) Hie´t,⋆-c(Uk,L)⊗Qp k̂
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
HiHodge,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k k̂(−a)
)
,
where
(5.8) HidR,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
:= Hi
(
X,DRlog
((
DalgdR,log(L)
)
(−D⋆-c)
))
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and
(5.9) HiHodge,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
:= Hi
(
X, grDRlog
((
DalgdR,log(L)
)
(−D⋆-c)
))
are abusively defined as in Definition 3.1.1 (for the filtered log connection DalgdR,log(L)
introduced in [DLLZb, Sec. 4.1]). Moreover, the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequence
for HidR,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
, as in (3.1.6), degenerates on the E1 page, and are compat-
ible with the above isomorphisms in the sense that (5.6) induces (5.7) by taking the
0-th graded pieces.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.1, Theorem 3.1.10, and GAGA [Ko¨p74]. 
Theorem 5.10. The comparison isomorphisms (5.6) and (5.7) are compatible with
the canonical morphisms induced by any inclusions I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, and hence with
the comparison isomorphisms in [DLLZb, Thm. 1.1 and 4.1.4] (corresponding to
I◦-c = ∅; cf. the notation in Definition 3.1.1), via the canonical morphisms among
them, and also via Poincare´ duality. Consequently, we obtain Gal(k/k)-equivariant
filtered isomorphisms
(5.11) Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(Uk,L)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k BdR
and
(5.12) Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(Uk,L)⊗Qp k̂
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
HiHodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
⊗k k̂(−a)
)
,
where each generalized interior cohomology is defined as the image of the corre-
sponding cohomology with partial compact support along D⋆-c in the corresponding
cohomology with partial compact support along D◦-c, as before, which are compatible
with Poincare´ duality. Moreover, the canonical morphism HidR,⋆-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
→
HidR,◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
is strictly compatible with the Hodge filtrations on both sides,
which induces a Hodge filtration on HidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
, together with a canon-
ical graded isomorphism
grHidR,⋆-c→◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
∼= ⊕a+b=iH
i
Hodge,⋆-c→◦-c
(
U,DalgdR(L)
)
.
When ∅ = I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c = I, we obtain the result for the usual interior cohomology,
with subscripts “int” replacing “⋆-c→ ◦-c” in all of the above.
Proof. This follows from [Hub96, Prop. 2.1.4, and Thm. 3.8.1 and 5.7.2]; Lemmas
5.1 and 5.4; Theorem 4.5.14; and GAGA [Ko¨p74]. 
6. Cohomology of Shimura varieties and Hodge–Tate weights
In this section, we will freely use the notation and definitions of [DLLZb, Sec. 5].
Nevertheless, let us mention the following choices: We shall fix a Shimura datum
(G,X) and a neat open compact subgroup K ⊂ G(Af ), which defines a Shimura
variety ShK = ShK(G,X) over the reflex field E = E(G,X). We shall also fix the
choices of an algebraic closure Qp of Qp and an isomorphism ι : Qp
∼
→ C.
6.1. Coherent cohomology and dual BGG decompositions. The goal of this
subsection is to review the so-called dual BGG complexes introduced by Faltings
in [Fal83], and apply them to the de Rham and Hodge cohomology (with support
conditions) of automorphic vector bundles. (The abbreviation BGG refers to Bern-
stein, Gelfand, and Gelfand, because of their seminal work [BGG75].) In particular,
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we shall obtain a refined version of the Hodge–Tate decomposition, whose terms
are given by the coherent cohomology of automorphic vector bundles.
Let us fix the choice of some µh as in [DLLZb, (5.2.9)] which is induced by some
homomorphism Gm,Q → GQ, which we abusively denote by the same symbols. Let
P (resp. Pc) denote the parabolic subgroup of GQ (resp. G
c
Q
) defined by the choice
of µh (cf. [DLLZb, Prop. 5.2.10]). Let M (resp. M
c) denote the Levi subgroup of P
(resp. Pc) given by the centralizer of the image of µh. As in the case of G and G
c,
for any field F over Q, let us denote by RepF (P
c) (resp. RepF (M
c)) the category
of finite-dimensional algebraic representations of Pc (resp. Mc) over F , which we
view as an algebraic representation of P (resp. M) by pullback. We shall also view
the representations of Mc (resp. M) as representations of Pc (resp. P) by pullback
via the canonical homomorphism Pc → Mc (resp. P→ M).
As explained in [Har85, Sec. 3] (or [Lan16, Sec. 2.2]), there is a tensor func-
tor assigning to each W ∈ RepQ(P
c) a vector bundle cohWC over ShK,C, which is
canonically isomorphic to dRV C when WC
∼= VC for some V ∈ RepQ(G
c). We call
cohWC the automorphic vector bundle associated with WC. Moreover, as explained
in [Har89, Sec. 4], this tensor functor canonically extends to a tensor functor assign-
ing to eachW ∈ RepQ(P
c) a vector bundle cohW
can
C over Sh
tor
K,C, called the canonical
extension of cohW , which is canonically isomorphic to dRV
can
C when WC
∼= VC for
some V ∈ RepQ(G
c). For W ∈ RepQ(M
c), this cohW
can
C is canonical isomorphic to
the canonical extensions defined as in [Mum77, Main Thm. 3.1].
Consider D = ShtorK,C− ShK,C (with its reduced subscheme structure), which is a
normal crossings divisor. We shall also write D = ∪j∈I Dj , where {Dj}j∈I are the
irreducible components of D, so that we can also consider D⋆-c ⊂ D and D◦-c ⊂ D
for each I⋆-c ⊂ I. (The results below will be for the cohomology with compact
support along D⋆-c and for the generalized interior cohomology, which specialize
to results for the cohomology with compact support and the interior cohomology
when I⋆-c = I and I◦-c = ∅.)
Definition 6.1.1. For each W ∈ RepQ(P
c), we define the subcanonical extension
(6.1.2) cohW
sub
C := cohW
can
C (−D)
(as in [Har90, Sec. 2]) and the interior coherent cohomology
Hiint(Sh
tor
K,C, cohW
can
C ) := Im
(
Hi(ShtorK,C, cohW
sub
C )→ H
i(ShtorK,C, cohW
can
C )
)
.(6.1.3)
More generally, for any I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, by abuse of notation, we define
(6.1.4) Hi⋆-c(Sh
tor
K,C, cohW
can
C ) := H
i
(
ShtorK,C, cohW
can
C (−D
⋆-c)
)
and
Hi⋆-c→◦-c(Sh
tor
K,C, cohW
can
C )
:= Im
(
Hi⋆-c(Sh
tor
K,C, cohW
can
C )→ H
i
◦-c(Sh
tor
K,C, cohW
can
C )
)
,
(6.1.5)
the latter of which gives (6.1.3) when I⋆-c = I and I◦-c = ∅. We similarly define
objects with C replaced with Qp or any field extension of E over which W has a
model, or with W replaced with W∨, or both.
Let us fix the choice of a maximal torus Tc of Mc, which is also a maximal torus
of Gc
Q
. With this choice, let us denote by ΦGc
Q
, ΦMc , etc the roots of G
c
Q
, Mc, etc,
respectively; and by XGc
Q
, XMc , etc the weights of G
c
Q
, Mc, etc, respectively. Then
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we have naturally ΦMc ⊂ ΦGc
Q
and XGc
Q
= XMc . Let us denote by H the coweight
induced by µh. Let us also make compatible choices of positive roots Φ
+
Gc
Q
and
Φ+Mc , and of dominant weights X
+
Gc
Q
and X+Mc , so that Φ
+
Mc ⊂ Φ
+
Gc
Q
and X+Gc
Q
⊂ X+Mc .
For an irreducible representation V of highest weight λ ∈ X+Gc
Q
, we write V = Vλ,
VC = Vλ,C, dRV C = dRV ν,C, etc. Similarly, for an irreducible representation W of
highest weight ν ∈ X+M, we writeW =Wν , WC = Wν,C, cohWC = cohW ν,C, etc. Let
ρGc
Q
:= 12
∑
λ∈Φ+
Gc
Q
λ and ρMc :=
1
2
∑
ν∈Φ+
Mc
ν denote the usual half-sums of positive
roots, and let ρM
c
:= ρGc
Q
−ρMc . Let WGc
Q
and WMc denote the Weyl groups of G
c
Q
and Mc with respect to the common maximal torus Tc, which allows us to identify
WMc as a subgroup of WGc
Q
. Given any element w in the above Weyl groups, we
shall denote its length by l(w). In addition to the natural action of WGc
Q
on XGc
Q
,
there is also the dot action w ·λ = w(λ+ρGc
Q
)−ρGc
Q
, for all w ∈WGc
Q
and λ ∈ XGc
Q
.
Let WM
c
denote the subset of WGc
Q
consisting of elements mapping X+Gc
Q
into X+Mc ,
which are the minimal length representatives of WMc \WGc
Q
.
As in Definition 3.1.1 and Theorem 5.5, consider the log de Rham complex,
DRlog
(
dRV
can
C (−D
⋆-c)
)
:=
(
dRV
can
C (−D
⋆-c)⊗O
Shtor
K,C
Ω•Shtor
K,C
(logDC),∇
)
∼= DRlog(dRV
can
C )⊗OShtor
K,C
OShtorK,C(−D
⋆-c),
and consider the Hodge cohomology with partial compact support along D⋆-c,
(6.1.6) Ha,bHodge,⋆-c(ShK,C, dRV C) := H
a+b
(
ShtorK,C, gr
aDRlog
(
dRV
can
C (−D
⋆-c)
))
.
As in Remark 3.1.8, when I⋆-c = ∅, this give the usual Hodge cohomology; and
when I⋆-c = I, this gives the usual Hodge cohomology with compact support.
While it is difficult to compute hypercohomology in general, the miracle is that
graDRlog(dRV
can
C ) has a quasi-isomorphic direct summand, called the graded dual
BGG complex, whose differentials are zero and whose terms are direct sums of
cohW
can
C for some representations W determined explicitly by V . Then the hyper-
cohomology of this graded dual BGG complex is just a direct sum of usual coherent
cohomology of cohW
can
C up to degree shifting. More precisely, we have the following:
Theorem 6.1.7 (dual BGG complexes ; Faltings). There is a canonical filtered
quasi-isomorphic direct summand BGG log(dRV
can
C ) of DRlog(dRV
can
C ) (in the cate-
gory of complexes of abelian sheaves over ShtorK,C whose terms are coherent sheaves
and whose differentials are differential operators) satisfying the following properties:
(1) The formation of BGG log(dRV
can
C ) is functorial and exact in VC.
(2) The differentials on grBGG log(dRV
can
C ) are all zero.
(3) Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for some λ ∈ X
+
Gc
Q
. Then, for each i ≥ 0 and each
a ∈ Z, the i-th term of gra BGG log(dRV
can
C ) is given by
(6.1.8) gra BGG ilog(dRV
can
C )
∼= ⊕w∈WMc , l(w)=i, (w·λ)(H)=−a
(
cohW
∨
w·λ,C
)can
Proof. See [Fal83, Sec. 3 and 7], [FC90, Ch. VI, Sec. 5], and [LP18, Thm. 5.9].
(Although these references were written in less general settings, the methods of the
constructions still generalize to our setting here.) 
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Remark 6.1.9. The various automorphic vector bundles dRV λ,C, Fil
•(dRV λ,C),
and cohWw·λ,C (and their canonical extensions) in Theorem 6.1.7 have models over
Q, or even over a finite extension E′ of E (depending on λ) over which Vλ, Fil
• Vλ,
and Ww·λ all have models. (The case of dRV λ,C and its canonical extension follows
from [Mil90, Ch. III, Thm. 5.1, and Ch. V, Thm. 6.2]; and the cases of Fil• dRV λ,C,
cohWw·λ,C, and their canonical extensions follow from the same argument as in
[DLLZb, Rem. 5.2.11], based on the models of the associated partial flag vari-
eties over E. Note that Fil•(dRV
can
λ,C) did appear in Theorem 6.1.7, when we said
there is a canonical filtered quasi-isomorphic direct summand BGG log(dRV
can
C ) of
DRlog(dRV
can
C ).) Then the statements of Theorem 6.1.7 remain true if we replace
C with Q or E′, by the same descent argument as in [LP18, Sec. 6].
Theorem 6.1.10. Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for some λ ∈ X
+
Gc
Q
. Then, given any
a, b ∈ Z such that a+ b ≥ 0, we have the dual BGG decomposition
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c(ShK,C, dRV C) = H
a+b
(
ShtorK,C, grDRlog
(
dRV
can
C (−D
⋆-c)
))
∼= ⊕w∈WMc , (w·λ)(H)=−a H
a+b−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
,
(6.1.11)
which is compatible with the canonical morphisms induced by any inclusions I◦-c ⊂
I⋆-c ⊂ I and induces a similar dual BGG decomposition
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,C, dRV C)
∼= ⊕w∈WMc , (w·λ)(H)=−a H
a+b−l(w)
⋆-c→◦-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
.
(6.1.12)
Moreover, the Hodge–de Rham spectral sequence for Ha,bHodge,⋆-c(ShK,C, dRV C) in-
duces the dual BGG spectral sequence
Ea,b1 = ⊕w∈WMc , (w·λ)(H)=−a H
a+b−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
⇒ Ha+bdR,⋆-c(ShK,C, dRV C),
(6.1.13)
which degenerates on the E1 page, and induces a dual BGG decomposition
(6.1.14) grHidR,⋆-c(ShK,C, dRV C)
∼= ⊕w∈WMc H
i−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
,
for each i ≥ 0, which is (strictly) compatible with the analogous decomposition for
I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I and therefore induces a dual BGG decomposition
grHidR,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,C, dRV C)
∼= ⊕w∈WMc H
i−l(w)
⋆-c→◦-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
.
(6.1.15)
Proof. By tensoring the graded quasi-isomorphism between the log de Rham com-
plex DRlog(dRV
can
C ) and the (log) dual BGG complex BGG log(dRV
can
C ) in Theo-
rem 6.1.7 with the invertible OShtor
K,C
-ideal OShtor
K,C
(−D⋆-c), and by taking graded
pieces, we obtain a quasi-isomorphism between graDRlog
(
dRV
can
C (−D
⋆-c)
)
and(
gra BGG log(dRV
can
C )
)
(−D⋆-c), and the differentials of the last complex are still
all zero. Hence, by comparing the (algebraic) objects over C with their analogues
over Qp as in [DLLZb, Rem. 5.3.5], the desired isomorphism (6.1.11) follows from
(5.9), and the remaining assertions follow from Theorems 5.5 and 5.10. 
Remark 6.1.16. Faltings first introduced the dual BGG spectral sequence asso-
ciated with the stupid (“beˆte”) filtration in [Fal83, Sec. 4, p. 76, and Sec. 7, Thm.
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11], whose degeneration on the E1 page nevertheless implies (by comparison of to-
tal dimensions) the degeneration of the spectral sequence (6.1.13) associated with
the Hodge filtration. The degeneracy on the E1 page was first proved by Faltings
himself in the compact case (see [Fal83, Sec. 4, Thm. 4]), later in the case of Siegel
modular varieties by Faltings–Chai (see [FC90, Ch. VI, Thm. 5.5]) by reducing
to the case of trivial coefficients over some toroidal compactifications of self-fiber
products of universal abelian schemes (and this method can be generalized to the
case of all PEL-type and Hodge-type Shimura varieties using [Lan12a], [Lan12b],
and [LS18b, Sec. 4.5]), and in general by Harris–Zucker (see [HZ01, Cor. 4.2.3])
using Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modules (see [Sai90, Thm. 2.14]). Even when
I⋆-c = ∅, our proof of the degeneration of the dual BGG spectral sequence 6.1.13,
which can be alternatively based on [DLLZb, Thm. 4.1.4 and 5.3.1], is a new one.
6.2. Hodge–Tate weights. The goal of this subsection is to describe the Hodge–
Tate weights of Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) and H
i
e´t,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) in terms of
the dimensions of the dual BGG pieces at the right-hand sides of (6.1.14) and
(6.1.15), respectively.
We first need to provide a definition for the Hodge–Tate weights of the coho-
mology of e´tale local systems over the infinite extension Qp of Qp. Let Cp denote
the p-adic completion of Qp as usual. Let (dRV Qp ,∇,Fil
•) denote the pullback of
(dRV C,∇,Fil
•) under ι−1 : C
∼
→ Qp. As in [DLLZb, Sec. 5.2], let L be a finite
extension of Qp in Qp such that VQp has a model VL over L, and let e´tV L be as
in [DLLZb, (5.2.12)]. Let k be a finite extension of the composite of E and L in
Qp, so that we have E
can.
→֒ Q
ι−1
→֒ Qp, and let τ : L ⊗Qp k → k be the multi-
plication homomorphism a ⊗ b 7→ ab, as in [DLLZb, (5.2.14)]. By Theorem 5.5,
Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV L) is a de Rham representations of Gal(Qp/k), and we have a
canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
(6.2.1) Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV L)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c
(
ShK,k, D
alg
dR(e´tV L)
)
⊗k BdR,
which is compatible with the filtrations on both sides, whose 0-th graded piece is a
canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV L)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c
(
ShK,Qp , D
alg
dR(e´tV L)
)
⊗k Cp(−a)
)
.
(6.2.2)
By pushing out (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) via the projection τ , by [DLLZb, Thm. 5.3.1],
and by Theorem 5.10, we obtain the following:
Theorem 6.2.3. Suppose that V ∈ RepQ(G
c), and that k is a finite extension of
the image of E
can.
→֒ Q
ι−1
→֒ Qp over which VQp has a model. Then there is a canonical
Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant de Rham comparison isomorphism
(6.2.4) Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)⊗Qp BdR,
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compatible with the filtrations on both sides, whose 0-th graded piece is a canonical
Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant Hodge–Tate comparison isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)⊗Qp Cp(−a)
)
.
(6.2.5)
Moreover, (6.2.4) and (6.2.5) are compatible with the canonical morphisms defined
by inclusions I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, and also with Poincare´ and Serre duality, which in-
duce a canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant de Rham comparison
isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)⊗Qp BdR,
(6.2.6)
which is compatible with the filtrations on both sides and with Poincare´ duality,
whose 0-th graded piece is a canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant
Hodge–Tate comparison isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕a+b=i
(
Ha,bHodge,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)⊗Qp Cp(−a)
)
,
(6.2.7)
which is compatible with Poincare´ and Serre duality.
Definition 6.2.8. For ? = ⋆-c or ⋆-c → ◦-c, we abusively define the multiset
of Hodge–Tate weights of Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) to be the multiset of integers in
which each a ∈ Z has multiplicity dimQp
(
Ha,i−aHodge,?(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)
)
. We naturally
extend the definition to Qp-subspaces of H
i
e´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) cut out by Qp-valued
Hecke operators by replacing Ha,i−aHodge,?(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp) with their corresponding
Qp-subspaces cut out by the same Qp-valued Hecke operators.
Theorem 6.2.9. With the same setting as in Theorem 6.2.3, suppose V ∼= V ∨λ for
some λ ∈ X+Gc
Q
. For any W in RepQ(M
c), let cohW
can
Qp
be the pullback of cohW
can
C
under ι−1 : C
∼
→ Qp. Then we have a canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-
equivariant isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕w∈WMc
(
H
i−l(w)
⋆-c
(
Shtor
K,Qp
, (cohW
∨
w·λ,Qp
)can
)
⊗Qp Cp
(
(w · λ)(H)
))
,
(6.2.10)
which is the dual BGG version of the Hodge–Tate decomposition (6.2.5). This
isomorphism (6.2.10) is compatible with the canonical morphisms defined by any
inclusions I◦-c ⊂ I⋆-c ⊂ I, and with Poincare´ and Serre duality; and induces a
canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕w∈WMc
(
H
i−l(w)
⋆-c→◦-c
(
Shtor
K,Qp
, (cohW
∨
w·λ,Qp
)can
)
⊗Qp Cp
(
(w · λ)(H)
))
,
(6.2.11)
compatible with Poincare´ and Serre duality. The multiset of Hodge–Tate weights
of any Hecke-invariant Qp-subspace of H
i
e´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) cut out by some Qp-
valued Hecke operator (as in Definition 6.2.8) contains each a ∈ Z with multiplicity
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given by the C-dimension of the corresponding Hecke-invariant C-subspace of
(6.2.12) ⊕w∈WMc , (w·λ)(H)=−a H
i−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
cut out by the pullback of the same Qp-valued Hecke operator under ι : Qp
∼
→ C.
The same holds with Hie´t,⋆-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) (resp. H
i−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
)
replaced with Hie´t,⋆-c→◦-c(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) (resp. H
i−l(w)
⋆-c→◦-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
).
Proof. This follows from Theorems 6.2.3 and 6.1.10, and from the fact (which we
have implicitly used several times) that the formation of coherent hypercohomology
of qcqs schemes is compatible with arbitrary base field extensions. 
Remark 6.2.13. All previously known special cases of (6.2.10) (see, for exam-
ple, [FC90, Thm. 6.2] and [HT01, Sec. III.2]) were proved using the Hodge–Tate
comparison for the cohomology with trivial coefficients of some families of abelian
varieties (and their smooth toroidal compactifications, in the noncompact case).
The novelty in Theorem 6.2.9 is that we can deal with nontrivial coefficients that
are not at all related to families of abelian varieties.
Remark 6.2.14. As in [Har90, Ex. 4.6], we can often compute the dimension
of H
i−l(w)
int
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
and its Hecke-invariant C-subspaces cut out by
C-valued Hecke operators in terms of relative Lie algebra cohomology. Thanks
to the recent work [Su18], it might also be possible to compute the dimension of
H
i−l(w)
⋆-c
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
and its Hecke-invariant C-subspaces cut out by C-
valued Hecke operators in terms of relative Lie algebra cohomology when the image
of D⋆-c in the minimal compactification ShminK,C of ShK,C (as in [Pin89]) is stable
under the Hecke action of G(Af ).
Remark 6.2.15. In the special (but still common) case where VQp has a model
VQp over Qp, we can take L = Qp in the above, and the choice of ι : Qp
∼
→ C
corresponds to the choice of places v of E above p. Then Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) is a
de Rham representation of Gal(Qp/k), for ? = ⋆-c or ⋆-c→ ◦-c, and the de Rham
comparison isomorphisms (6.2.4) and (6.2.6) can be rewritten as
Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HidR,?(ShK,k, dRV k)⊗k BdR
(cf. (6.2.1)). Moreover, the assertion in Theorem 6.2.9 that the Hodge–Tate weights
of Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) (as in Definition 6.2.8) depend only on the C-dimension of
(6.2.12), but not on the choice of v, implies that the (usual) Hodge–Tate weights of
Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) (as a representation of Gal(Qp/k)) are also independent of v.
6.3. Some application to intersection cohomology. In this final subsection,
let us discuss an important special case where we can apply our results to the
intersection cohomology of Shimura varieties with nontrivial coefficients, simply
because it coincides with the interior cohomology.
Let us begin with some review of definitions. Consider the interior cohomology
(6.3.1) Hiint(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) := Im
(
Hic(Sh
an
K,C, BV C)→ H
i(ShanK,C, BV C)
)
,
as usual. By [AGV73, XI, 4.4, and XVII, 5.3.3 and 5.3.5] and [BBDG18, Sec. 6],
for ? = ∅, c, and int, we have canonical Hecke-equivariant isomorphisms
(6.3.2) Hi?(Sh
an
K,C, BV C)
∼= Hie´t,?(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp,ι C
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compatible with each other and with Poincare´ duality. Also, by [Del70, II, 6],
[EV92, Sec. 2.11 and Cor. 2.12], and GAGA [Ser56], for ? = ∅, c, and int, we have
canonical Hecke-equivariant isomorphisms
(6.3.3) Hi?(Sh
an
K,C, BV C)
∼= HidR,?(Sh
an
K,C, dRV
an
C )
∼= HidR,?(ShK,C, dRV C)
compatible with each other and with Poincare´ duality. By the same argument as
in the proof of Theorem 4.5.14, by using the degeneration of Hodge–de Rham spec-
tral sequences on the E1 pages, the Hodge filtrations on H
i
dR,c(ShK,C, dRV C) and
HidR(ShK,C, dRV C) are strictly compatible with the canonical morphism between
them, and induce the same Hodge filtration on HidR,int(ShK,C, dRV C).
Let ShminK denote the minimal compactification of ShK over E, as in [Pin89], and
let ShminK,C and Sh
min
K,Qp
denote the pullbacks of ShminK to C and Qp, respectively. Let
min : ShK → Sh
min
K denote the canonical open immersion, whose pullbacks to C
and Qp we shall denote by the same symbols, for simplicity. Let d := dim(ShK).
For each V ∈ RepQ(G
c), by abuse of notation, consider the intersection cohomology
(6.3.4) IH i
(
ShanK,C, BV C
)
:= Hi−d
(
Shmin,anK,C , 
min,an
!∗ (BV C[d])
)
and
(6.3.5) IH ie´t
(
ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp
)
:= Hi−d
(
Shmin
K,Qp
, mine´t,!∗(e´tV Qp [d])
)
.
By [BBDG18, Sec. 6], we have a canonical Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
(6.3.6) IH i
(
ShanK,C, BV C
)
∼= IH ie´t
(
ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp
)
⊗Qp,ι C,
which is compatible with (6.3.2) via canonical morphisms, and with Poincare´ du-
ality. By Zucker’s conjecture [Zuc82], which has been proved (independently) by
Looijenga [Loo88], Saper–Stern [SS90], and Looijenga–Rapoport [LR91], we have a
canonical Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
(6.3.7) IH i(ShanK,C, BV C)
∼= Hi(2)(Sh
an
K,C, BV C),
where Hi(2)
(
ShanK,C, BV C
)
denotes the L2-cohomology, as in [BW00, Ch. XIV, Sec.
3], which is compatible with (6.3.3) via canonical morphisms.
The left-hand side of (6.3.7) is equipped with the Hodge structure given by
Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modules (see [Sai90]), while the right-hand side of
(6.3.7) is equipped with the Hodge structure given by L2 harmonic forms (which
can be refined by a double dual BGG decomposition, as in [Fal83, Sec. 6]). But it
is unclear that these two Hodge structures are compatible under the isomorphism
(6.3.7) (cf. [HZ01, Conj. 5.3]). Nevertheless, the following is known:
Theorem 6.3.8 (Harris–Zucker; see [HZ01, Thm. 5.4]). The canonical morphisms
from both sides of (6.3.7) to HidR(ShK,C, dRV C) are strictly compatible with Hodge
filtrations. In particular, the Hodge filtrations on both sides of (6.3.7) induce the
same Hodge structure on their common image in HidR(ShK,C, dRV C).
In general, we have Hecke-equivariant inclusions
(6.3.9) Hicusp(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) ⊂ H
i
int(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) ⊂ H
i
(2)(Sh
an
K,C, BV C),
where Hicusp(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) denote the cuspidal cohomology (see [Bor74, Bor81]),
which is compatible with (6.3.3) and (6.3.7) via canonical morphisms.
We have the following useful results:
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Theorem 6.3.10 (Schwermer; see [Sch94, Cor. 2.3]). Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for
some λ ∈ X+Gc
Q
that is regular in the sense that (λ, α∨) > 0 for every simple root
α ∈ Φ+Gc
Q
. Then all the containments in (6.3.9) are equalities.
Theorem 6.3.11 (Li–Schwermer; see [LS04, Cor. 5.6]). Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for
some regular λ ∈ X+Gc
Q
. Then Hic(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) = 0 for i > d; H
i(ShanK,C, BV C) = 0
for i < d; and Hiint(Sh
an
K,C, BV C) = 0 for i 6= d.
Corollary 6.3.12. Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for some regular λ ∈ X
+
Gc
Q
. Then we
have a canonical Hecke-equivariant isomorphisms
(6.3.13) IH i(ShanK,C, BV C)
∼= Hiint(Sh
an
K,C, BV C)
∼= HidR,int(ShK,C, dRV C)
compatible with Hodge filtrations and Poincare´ duality, and also a canonical Hecke-
equivariant isomorphism
(6.3.14) IH ie´t(ShK,C, e´tV Qp)
∼= Hie´t,int(ShK,C, e´tV Qp),
and the cohomology in either (6.3.13) and (6.3.14) can be nonzero only when i = d.
Proof. This follows from (6.3.2) and (6.3.3); from Theorems 6.3.8, 6.3.10, and
6.3.11; and from the compatibility of the Poincare´ duality on intersection coho-
mology with the usual one. 
Theorem 6.3.15. Suppose that V ∼= V ∨λ for some regular λ ∈ X
+
Gc
Q
. Let k be a
finite extension of the image of E
can.
→֒ Q
ι−1
→֒ Qp over which VQp has a model. Then
we have a canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
(6.3.16) IH de´t(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp BdR
∼= HddR,int(ShK,Qp , dRV Qp)⊗Qp BdR,
which is compatible with the filtrations on both sides and with Poincare´ duality,
whose 0-th graded piece can be refined by a canonical Gal(Qp/k)-equivariant Hecke-
equivariant dual BGG decomposition
IH de´t(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp)⊗Qp Cp
∼= ⊕w∈WMc
(
H
d−l(w)
int
(
Shtor
K,Qp
, (cohW
∨
w·λ,Qp
)can
)
⊗Qp Cp
(
(w · λ)(H)
))
,
(6.3.17)
compatible with Poincare´ and Serre duality. The multiset of Hodge–Tate weights of
any Hecke-invariant Qp-subspace of IH
d
e´t(ShK,Qp , e´tV Qp) cut out by some Qp-valued
Hecke operator (as in Definition 6.2.8) contains each a ∈ Z with multiplicity given
by the C-dimension of the corresponding Hecke-invariant C-subspace of
(6.3.18) ⊕w∈WMc , (w·λ)(H)=−a H
d−l(w)
int
(
ShtorK,C, (cohW
∨
w·λ,C)
can
)
cut out by the pullback of the same Qp-valued Hecke operator under ι : Qp
∼
→ C.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 6.2.3 and 6.2.9, and Corollary 6.3.12. 
Remark 6.3.19. We natural expect the de Rham isomorphism to work for the
intersection cohomology in more generality, which will be an interesting topic for a
future project. But we would like to record the results in Theorem 6.3.15 because
regular weights already cover, depending on one’s viewpoint, almost all weights.
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